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Abstract 

This study examines musical interactions in the early life of a child with Down syndrome (DS) who 

developed fluent oral language skills by the age of five. This allowed for rich social and learning 

experiences in kindergarten and set a solid foundation of early literacy skills. Research in young children 

with DS has mainly focused on improving parent-child communication, but interventions require 

unfeasible levels of frequency to be highly effective. Current research on the benefits of music for 

typically developing children indicates improvements to auditory abilities, vocabulary, oral language 

skills, attention, emotional regulation and prosocial skills. No such studies have yet to be conducted with 

children who have DS. The neurocognitivist approach to language suggests that wider elements of 

development are connected to language development, and this is another area in need of further research. 

This study begins to address these gaps by analyzing several different sources of personal data from the 

early life of a child with DS. These include autoethnographic writing by the mother, personal mementos 

such as photographs, a compact disc (CD) collection, social media posts and the child’s early years’ 

developmental reports. Grounded theory was used to analyze the influence of musical experiences and 

song on the extraordinary development of this child with DS. Results lay the foundation for wider 

research projects and have implications for early childhood intervention and education practice, public 

policy, and parent training for families with children who have DS and possibly other developmental 

challenges.  

 

Key words: Down syndrome, oral language development, early childhood, music, 

neurocognitivist approach to language development. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 I have a son with Down syndrome (DS). The fact that he is still alive is in and of itself a miracle, 

as he was born with a heart condition that should have killed him before he was three days old, and it was 

only discovered when he was three weeks old. He has another heart condition that required surgery when 

he was six months old. These two things alone, along with the numerous challenges inherent in DS, had 

the potential to significantly set back his development, but this has not proven to be the case at all. He is 

now eight years old, speaks with a wide vocabulary about many topics, runs like a horse, climbs like a 

monkey, swims like a fish, and is about to enter a fully inclusive grade three class.  

 My son spoke and sang in full sentences at the age of five (Figure 1) which is within the normal 

range for a typically-developing children and requires a vocabulary of around 2000 words (Buckley & 

Sacks, 2012). This exceeds current research-based expectations of children with Down syndrome who at 

five years old usually have a vocabulary of around 330 words (Buckley, 2012).  

  

Figure 1 Singing and strumming in the kitchen 

When I attend DS association social gatherings, I am often dismissed by other parents whose 

concerns for their child’s development differ greatly from mine. While I wondered if Tommy 

(pseudonym) would learn to read during grade two, others of the same age are wondering if their child 

may learn to use the toilet independently or be able to put on their own shoes, both of which Tommy was 

doing by age four.  Surely these other children have also had access to therapeutic intervention, since it is 
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freely available at no cost to families in Ontario whose child has Down syndrome, the diagnosis for which 

happens at birth, or even earlier.  

 Reading research for children with DS suggests improved parent expectations about reading 

goals, meaning parents are beginning to see the possibility of literate lives for their children (Ricci & 

Osipova, 2012). But the ideas of optimal development or maximizing potential are not evidenced in 

scientific work that cites ideas such as this: “comprehensive early intervention programs can, at 

minimum, help prevent the substantial decline in intellectual development that generally occurs across the 

early childhood period for children with developmental delays” (Guralnick, 2017, p. 211). Their language 

skills continue to lag behind, and this is problematic because it is a vital foundational skill for learning to 

read. (Cunningham et al., 2015; Nation & Snowling, 2004). Early reading disability research is only 

beginning to recognize and acknowledge this problem (Lemons et al., 2018). The body of research in 

early communication and language development for children with DS also shows scant attention to the 

benefits of music, making this study of particular value at this time. The details described in this thesis 

offer theoretical propositions for future study based on the impact of music on the language development 

of this child. 

 What elements of Tommy’s early years experiences contributed to his substantial cognitive 

growth and flourishing speech communication skills? These are essential skills for developing and 

maintaining friendships and expressing agency and choice. Besides contributing to the foundations of 

reading, the benefits of such skills are broad enough that they should be optimized for all children.  

 As the findings will reveal, frequent exposure to musical experiences could convincingly explain 

my son’s incredible development. Music has been a part of the fabric of his life and provided both me and 

him with a tool to calm us, him with a tool to help motivate him to endure therapy sessions, and an 

engaging way to repeatedly practice vocalizing words through song. Developmentally appropriate early 

music experiences provided rich benefits to my son’s overall development and could do the same for 

other children with DS. 
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 Using Charmaz’s Ground Theory (GT) (2014) allowed this study to become a richly detailed, 

multilayered account of my son’s development over the first five years of his life.  This qualitative 

method uses coding and sampling methods to draw out important themes from the material being studied. 

To help others understand the connections between musical experiences and his development, I chose to 

write narratives in which I explore how, where and when different interactions with music happened 

during those years. Being the parent of the participant in the study, I had access to records from his 

therapeutic treatment sessions and assessments: speech therapy, occupational therapy (OT), physical 

therapy (PT) and a series of psychological tests conducted at the age of three. Since we had acquired a 

certain amount of music Compact Discs (CDs) over the years, and listened to them frequently, the lyrics 

to the songs were also chosen for analysis, along with chosen photographs that highlight his particular 

areas of musical interest and ability.   

 The intent of this study is to invite parents, practitioners, researchers and policymakers to 

consider the vital role that simple, developmentally appropriate music practices in a wide range of settings 

can serve the in overall development of children with DS.  I conclude with recommendations for 

improving inclusive preschool practice and enhancing formal intervention practice and home intervention 

using song-based activities. Further, I propose new avenues of research based on the theoretical potential 

of certain applications of music and song that may have influenced the course of my son’s extraordinary 

oral language development. 

 This Grounded Theory study evolved through dialogue between my child’s early life story, 

current research on Down syndrome, and research on the benefits of music in early childhood 

development. A list of abbreviations is included for anyone who reads through only chosen sections of the 

thesis. A review of the literature follows which includes a look at theoretical frameworks that have 

influenced this study—Disability Studies, Language Development theory, as well as one theoretical 

perspective on parallels between music and language development. The methods chapter begins with an 

explanation of how and why GT became the chosen research method. Following the methods, a data 
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analysis chapter addresses the two research questions of this study: (i) What were the different ways that 

music was used in the child’s early years development; and (ii) how might they have helped his physical, 

emotional, cognitive and linguistic development?   The chapter traditionally titled ‘discussion’ is replaced 

by a reflexive analysis of the background, character and parenting choices of the mother.  The concluding 

chapter addresses rigor, recommendations, and a brief reflection on the process of conducting personal 

research.  The purpose of the study goes beyond the analysis of the development of one child with DS and 

the use of musical interaction in his early years. The work of research serves little but self-interest if it 

does not aim to serve others. This study aims to influence future research, educational and therapeutic 

practice and public policy to ultimately improve language development for other children with DS. The 

results and recommendations suggest practical and detailed approaches to interactions with music that 

may be an important key in moving beyond the current limitations found in the literature on language 

development for these children. 

 A word about writer’s voice is needed here. Concerns about conflict of interest between myself as 

a mother and myself as a researcher arose during the ethics approval process, which demanded the use of 

a pseudonym for my child.  As a result of this, along with my decision to include autoethnographic 

writing (AE) (Ellis et al., 2011) as a source of data, I decided to separate my “self as mother” and “self as 

researcher” within the writing of this thesis. I begin personally because my intent is to let the reader 

understand that this study was inspired by my own son’s amazing growth, and a sincere personal desire to 

share our experiences for the potential benefits to others on this journey of raising a child whose language 

development is uncertain. The ensuing chapters will switch to third person writing, to allow the researcher 

voice to do the work that is needed from an academic perspective. However, I include a paragraph or two 

in the first person again in the conclusion to share what the experience of this decision entailed for me. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Wide-ranging factors affect early language development (Kumin, 2012; Zampini & D’Odorico, 

2013); thus, the following review of the literature explores a range of topics to give an overview of the 

current thinking regarding both typical development and the development of children with Down 

syndrome (DS). It begins with a discussion about the unique challenges that children with DS face in their 

physical and well as cognitive development. Then, this review takes an in-depth look at the current 

research about oral language development. The educational goal of fluent reading as a path to active, 

empowered, literate participation in society was the impetus for this study. The debate about the 

foundations for literacy will be touched upon: Do oral language skills or phonological skills exert more 

influence? Based on the need for oral language skills as a communicative tool in the inclusive education 

context, the focus will remain on oral language development, though acknowledging the important 

influence of phonological awareness (PA) skills.  

A large section is dedicated to challenges that impact language development in children with DS, 

and the interventions that have been studied in attempting to improve language outcomes. Considering 

that outcomes have proven to remain less than ideal (Guralnick, 2017), and that children with DS still 

struggle with spoken language (Buckley, 2012; Ferrario, 2020), a proposition is made for examining the 

benefits of music experience. The next section is a discussion about current trends is research that address 

the benefits of music training in typically developing children, both in educational and home settings. 

Following this is an overview of the scant research on the developmental benefits of engagement for 

children who have DS. To conclude this chapter, theoretical concepts that influence the scope and format 

of this study are shared.  These relate to current concepts of disability studies and theories of oral 

language development, and the connections between music and language development. All of these 
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theories encourage a broader examination of influences than has yet to be addressed in children with DS 

in academic literature.  

Down Syndrome  

It is widely known that DS is the result of a chromosomal anomaly, where there is an extra copy 

of the twenty-first chromosome, hence it’s other name: Trisomy 21. This extra chromosome results in 

different patterns of brain and body development, presenting unique physical and mental challenges for 

those with DS. There are plenty of resources describing all the possible challenges that can result from 

DS, but for the purposes of this study, a brief outline of the challenges related to early childhood will be 

provided.  

To begin with, children with DS tend to have lower muscle tone, laxity of ligaments, and shorter 

arms and legs than typically developing children (Winders, 2014). These issues make it much more 

challenging and tiring to practice new physical skills, and many children with DS develop avoidant 

behaviours, which then requires giving careful thought to finding ways to motivate them to achieve 

developmental milestones such as sitting, crawling, standing and walking (Winders, 2014). In addition to 

the issues above, children with DS also have smaller hands and fingers, which makes it more difficult to 

grasp large objects (Bruni, 2016). As a result, a lot of clinical intervention, and much more practice, is 

needed to be able to perform simple daily living tasks like eating, climbing stairs, using the toilet 

independently and getting dressed (Skallerup, 2008; Winders, 2014; Bruni, 2016).   

Children with DS have a wide range of difficulties in spoken language (Ferrario, 2020; Kumin, 

2012; Van Bysterveldt & Westerveld, 2017; Zampini & D’Odorico, 2013). They face physical difficulties 

in learning to speak because of low muscle tone in the jaw and a smaller mouth in relation to tongue size 

(Kumin, 2012). In addition to these structural challenges, there are weaknesses in working memory 

(Baddeley & Jarrold, 2007) that impact the ability to process sounds with the same speed as typically 

developing children, which affects language development. On average, children with DS achieve a 
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vocabulary of under five hundred words by the age of eight or nine, compared to the thousands of words 

mastered by typically developing children (Buckley, 2012). They may only learn to speak in full 

sentences around the age of 11, while typical children do this around the age of four or five. (Buckley & 

Sacks, 2012). These lags in language development affect a child’s ability to access learning in the school 

environment, therefore the Ontario Ministry of Education (OME) recognizes that children with DS and 

other intellectual disabilities need ongoing individualized support to achieve learning success (OME, 

2010).  As the OME points out, their success is measured in individual ways, and often does not lead to a 

standard high school diploma.  

Literacy Connections 

For parents of children with Down syndrome (DS), fluent reading is an important goal (Ricci & 

Osipova, 2012) but progress in reading is typically very slow, and not many people with DS manage to 

learn to read fluently (Baylis & Snowling, 2012; Burgoyne et al., 2012; Lemons et al., 2017). There are 

cases of people with DS who do achieve full literacy and even complete post-secondary diplomas and 

degrees (White & Morgan, 2012) but little is known about what their early journey to literacy looked like.   

Current reading research emphasizes phonological awareness (PA) (the ability to recognize and 

manipulate individual sounds in spoken words) as a prerequisite to reading (Armbruster, et al., 2001; 

Melby-Lervag et al., 2012; Ministry of Education, 2003; Wren, 2000). Some researchers have developed 

specific PA interventions for school-aged children with DS (Baylis & Snowling, 2011; Burgoyne et al., 

2012; LaJeune et al., 2018). Limited but positive progress is made using these interventions.  Even a 

personalized intervention designed for the DS behavioural phenotype seems to be showing only very 

modest improvement for reading outcomes (Lemons, 2018).  

Other researchers disagree about the hierarchical importance placed on PA skills. Nation and 

Snowling (2004) and Roth, Speece and Cooper (2002) both conducted studies that conclude that oral 

language skills exert as much influence on reading development as phonological skills. Cunningham, and 

colleagues (2015) argue that while PA tasks are highly predictive of reading development, other factors 
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help drive that relationship, notably, the ability to produce a verbal response. Therefore, it is important 

that researchers continue to explore not only the value of improving auditory and phonological abilities, 

but language abilities as well.  

Early Language Development 

There are researchers examining the factors impacting language development; early language 

experience is one particular focus. Pierce and colleagues (2017) conclude from their study “that even brief 

delays in exposure to a language, or early periods of impoverished language input, have a lasting impact 

on both behaviour and the brain” (p. 1290). They posit a highly active working memory system in the 

early language development stage that is dependent upon experience for ongoing processing and 

development. Thus, the lack of interaction with affectionate humans and the typical home environment, 

and the inability to move about during a hospital stay can all contribute to brain and language 

development. 

Hospital stays in early childhood, undiagnosed hearing issues, and chronic ear infections can 

contribute to periods of impoverished language exposure in children with DS (Skallerup, 2008). It is 

therefore essential to find meaningful, innovative, easy to implement ways to increase language 

experience in challenging situations like hospital stays, and enriching ways to “make up for lost 

communication time.”  

When a child with DS is born, there is a fifty percent chance of a heart condition being present 

that needs surgery, either immediately or within the first year of life (Skallerup, 2008). This results in 

leaving an infant alone in hospital, with all the strange sounds and noises that fill the Neonatal Intensive 

Care Unit (NICU). A meta-analysis of music therapy in the NICU by Jayne Standley (2012) showed that 

both live singing and recorded music have great benefits for pacification and improvements in 

sucking/feeding ability in the NICU. These benefits ultimately resulted in shorter hospital stays for 
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children who received music treatment, meaning more time at home in a nurturing, language-rich 

environment. Studies like this need replication with children who genetically based disabilities.  

In the last couple of decades, a fair amount of attention has been given to improving child 

communication in the home.  Child communication begins with gestures and vocalizations in the 

prelinguistic period, that is, before words are spoken, and can be influenced by the responsiveness of 

parents (Brady, 2004). Different programs have been developed to help parents learn to communicate 

effectively with young children with various developmental disabilities, including DS. One example of 

such training programs is Enhanced Milieu Teaching (Kaiser & Roberts, 2013). In their work, Kaiser and 

Roberts (2013) train parents of 3-year-olds to become language interventionists; to follow the lead of their 

child’s interests and use moments of child-initiated activity as opportunities to prompt language use. 

While they consider this a naturalistic model, it also involves purposefully arranging the home to trigger 

communication and selecting specific language targets. This model puts a certain amount of pressure on 

the parent to treat their home more like a formal educational space. Kaiser and Roberts (2013) reported a 

positive impact on language use, particularly more advanced language use, but they also highlighted that 

“children with IDs [1] need consistent and high levels of language support strategies to maintain skills 

learned in intervention.” (p. 307). This tool alone therefore is not solely sufficient to maintain the 

communication gains parents work hard for.  

In a similar vein, Yoder and colleagues investigated Milieu Communication Teaching (2015) 

with 18- to 27-month-old children, reporting that a high frequency of treatment is necessary for 

significant gains in oral language to be made; their study used one-hour sessions daily, which may not be 

feasible for all families. Another popular language development program is the Hanen Program: It Takes 

Two to Talk (Hanen Center, 2016), which was investigated by Cologon, Wick and Salvador (2017). The 

Hanen program is designed to help parents acknowledge a child’s attempts at communication and become 

 
1 ID denotes ‘intellectual disabilities’ here, which includes Down syndrome 
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more responsive to them, based on transactional theory of interaction. Results showed increased 

confidence of parents of 18- to 36-month-old children in their study but did not actually include a 

measure of child language development.  

A recent meta-analysis of parent-mediated language interventions specifically for children with 

DS came to a rather pessimistic conclusion. Using the strictest of quality measures and including only 

randomized-control trials (RCT), Ferrario (2020) found only three studies to include in the review and 

concluded that there is insufficient evidence to conclude if parent-implemented language interventions are 

effective. The RCT studies tended to be of short duration, and Ferrario concludes that longer, more 

intensive studies with larger samples using valid, reliable outcome measures are needed. This view could 

be crippling to the research field, as it is nearly impossible to gather a large group of children with DS in 

an accessible geographic location for a prolonged study. More value needs to be placed on rigorous 

qualitative research such case studies, and ethnographies. 

Joint attention with caregivers in play situations has a positive impact on early vocabulary 

acquisition, but it’s unclear if this impact has lasting effects (Zampini et al., 2015). Considering the short-

term memory (STM) deficit found in DS, Faught and Conners (2019) conducted research to determine the 

connection between sustained attention (SA), STM and language ability in DS. In their clinical study of 

thirty-seven youth with DS, aged 10-22, they concluded that lapses in attention compromise auditory 

STM, which then has an impact on vocabulary and syntax (creating meaningful, grammatically correct 

sentences). They concluded that addressing SA and STM could lead to improved outcomes. The present 

study will show that it seems possible that immersive, active and frequent participation in early music 

experiences has the potential to support improved sustained attention, STM and language development 

over the course of early childhood, in the context of an otherwise inclusive and enriching early 

environment.  
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Another prelinguistic aid to communication is the use of gesture, which can act as a bridge 

between preverbal and verbal communication for children with DS (Zampini & D’Odorico, 2009). They 

examined the use of 3 types of gestures in a parent-child play time: (i) deictic gestures: pointing or 

showing an object, (ii) conventional gestures: waving goodbye, or asking for quiet by putting a finger to 

the lips, and (iii) iconic gestures: these refer to objects, persons or events by reproducing physical or 

functional characteristics, for example mimicking hands on a steering wheel for driving. A significant 

correlation was found between the use of gestures at the age of 36 months and vocabulary development at 

42 months, with many children’s vocabulary more than doubling in that 6-month period. Missing from 

the report was information about the children: how much intervention were they receiving, and were they 

in preschool?  Further, it is unclear if the children’s families were singing to/with them regularly?  

Six years later, a systematic review of gesture-use for language development in intellectual 

disability research examined the milestone of moving from 1- to 2-word utterances. This review (te Kaat-

vanden Os et al., 2015) asserts that children with DS have a preference for continued use of gesture over 

spoken words over time and fail to use gesture-word combinations as a transition to 2-word utterances. 

They examined eighteen studies published between 1994 and 2011 and discovered that children with DS 

who made fewer non-verbal requests may show reduced expressive language development and cite 

Zampini and D’Odorico’s study above as the basis for asserting the predictive relationship between 

gesture production and later spoken word production, while making no mention of possible confounding 

factors. Speech production continues to be problematic for the children with DS in these studies, who 

seem to prefer communication by gesture. The authors mention the possibility that oral-motor difficulties 

may be one reason they prefer gesture but make no mention of the importance of working on that issue as 

well. 

A final area of focus for improving oral language and literacy outcomes examines home literacy 

environments.  Research shows that parents of children with DS do more frequent shared book reading 
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than parents of children on the autism spectrum. (Westerveld & Van Bysterveldt, 2017). Ricci’s (2011) 

study on the home literacy environment of children with Down syndrome revealed that parents of young 

children with DS are able to tailor their home literacy experiences to the developmental level of their 

children. These results emphasize the value of a supportive and enriching home environment, and the 

importance of the role of the parent in the development of their children’s literacy habits and skills.  

The potential of including music-based activities in the daily routine of families is not addressed 

in oral language development research. This is unfortunate, as music has the potential to significantly 

increase language input and output by children in a relaxing and enjoyable way. Learning language 

through song can be enhanced with the use of gesture, which is common in children’s finger play songs 

and this will be further discussed in the current study. Musical interaction with young children often 

involves sitting face-to-face with a child rather than side-by-side as is commonly done during shared book 

reading.  This permits the child to observe facial changes during speech, creating an additional layer of 

sensory input (visual) for language learning. Further, singing songs together this way increases the 

language output practice of the child more than early shared book reading.  While reading a book with a 

child, typically the reader’s voice dominates, while the child may be asked to point at a certain object in 

the story. While singing, there is a natural inclination in the child to join the singing without any 

prompting from the caregiver. Children are ‘read to,’ but they ‘sing along’ with others. The addition of 

beat and rhythm in music adds another layer of supportive sensory input, which is discussed below in 

relation to auditory perception. 

Oral language ability is a critical steppingstone to success in learning to read (Luongo-Orlando, 

2010; Nation & Snowling, 2004; Roth et al., 2002). The Ontario Ministry of Education (OME) uses a 

framework for literacy that emphasizes oral language (speaking and understanding through listening) as a 

vital foundation for reading success and makes clear that there is a critical window of opportunity from 

the ages of four to seven for learning to read (OME, 2003). The reading process begins with oral (spoken) 
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language, developing knowledge and experience of the world, concepts of print, and only then come the 

technical elements of reading like phonemic awareness (knowledge and awareness of the sounds that 

make up the words we say) and letter-sound relationships. Current research with typically developing 

young children confirms the importance of oral language to both academic and behavioural function in 

the early school years. Morgan and colleagues (2015) emphasize its importance over many other factors: 

low SES, race, marital status of mother, mother’s age, family mental health issues etc. It is surprising that 

so little attention has been given to improving the oral language abilities of young children with DS and 

other developmental delays.  

Despite support through gesture, enhancing early communication skills, and a focus on home 

literacy activities, current research continues to indicate that children with DS still experience significant 

difficulties with language (see, for example, Lemons et al., 2018; van Bystervelt & Westerveld, 2017). 

The research field is ripe for new avenues of thinking. 

Music and Auditory Perception 

The next section discusses how music and auditory perception support the development of 

phonological skills. A couple of theories that focus on why music supports the ability to segment sounds 

in words have been developed in the last decade. The first is the OPERA hypothesis, put forth by 

neurobiologist Aniruddh Patel (2011). Five conditions operate together to drive adaptive plasticity in 

speech processing networks in the brain, described through the acronym OPERA. First, O=Overlap: there 

is anatomical overlap in speech and music processing in the brain. P=Precision: music places more 

demands on the shared brain networks. E=Emotion: music elicits strong positive emotion. R=Repetition: 

musical activities are frequently repeated. A=Attention: musical activities that are engaged require 

focused attention. Patel states that “when these conditions are met neural plasticity drives the [brain] 

networks in question to function with higher precision than needed for ordinary speech communication. 

Yet since speech shares these networks with music, speech processing benefits” (2011, p. 1). The theory 
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has been used in two lines of research. First, correlational and experimental studies that show a 

relationship between musical skills and reading abilities in typically developing children. Second, in 

studies showing that many children with reading difficulties also have auditory processing deficits which 

have been improved through specific musical training (ibid). 

A related theory was developed by cognitive neuroscientist Usha Goswami. Her Temporal 

Sampling Framework (TSF) (Goswami, 2011) for dyslexia posits that in dyslexia, it is proposed that there 

is inefficient “phase locking” to certain sound frequencies in the brain, making it difficult to interpret 

speech sounds (syllable parsing and perceiving syllable stress and phonetic components), leading to 

phonological impairment. To explain why a rhythmic musical intervention might support improvements 

in PA, she posited a dynamic attending theory (Goswami, 2011) which states that stimulus (sound) 

discrimination is enhanced when an auditory even is anticipated at a regular and predictable rhythmic 

rate, narrowing the window of attention. Essentially, the brain can hear the individual sounds of words 

better when accompanied by a predictable beat and can improve PA for dyslexic children (Bhide et al., 

2013).  

Bhide, Powers and Goswami (2013) tested the dynamic attending theory with dyslexic children. 

The students were given training in beat perception using rhythm reproduction exercises, singing and 

dancing to music while marking beat, practicing chants, poetry and hand-clapping games. The students 

who practiced these activities made PA and reading gains over a relatively short period of time (two 

months), equivalent to students who were trained using a research-based phonological training app, 

showing that those music-based activities provide an equally valid and effective way to improve certain 

PA skills in a remedial context. The activities used are naturalistic activities that could be replicated in 

homes, daycare settings and preschools to lay solid foundations in the listening/hearing aspect of 

language.  
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There is growing body of research in the area of school-aged music interventions to enhance 

literacy outcomes. They also suggest the enhancement of auditory perception through music training 

improves early literacy skills such as phonological awareness for diverse populations (Bolduc, 2009; 

Degé & Schwarzer, 2011; Flaugnacco et al., 2015; Patscheke et al., 2016). These studies show general 

benefits of various types of music programming for typically developing children, those learning a second 

language, and those from economically challenged backgrounds. 

Research studies in neuroscience continue to confirm that hearing words rhythmically in songs 

enhances brain oscillations to improve auditory encoding of the sounds and sound patterns that make up 

words (Goswami, 2018, 2019). Goswami’s most recent brain research studies suggest that the rhythmic 

patterning of stressed syllables provides an acoustic aid in the development of PA across languages, and 

that this supports reading and spelling development. This kind of study has not yet been conducted with 

any children with developmental disabilities. The results of the present study suggest that it is time to 

consider the benefits of enhancing auditory perception through song for a wider range of children. 

Music and Language Development 

Aside from literacy benefits, music research is also finding connections with language 

development. Research in the education context is reinforcing that music and singing promote language 

development (Hansen et al., 2014; Trinick, 2011; Trollinger, 2010; Winters & Griffin, 2014). Winters and 

Griffin (2014) highlighted how musical experiences can broaden vocabularies and deepen understanding 

of language and enhances the range of language opportunities available to students. Trinick (2011) 

highlighted the benefits of socio-cultural awareness that comes when using songs from diverse linguistic 

backgrounds in meaningful and engaging contexts. Trollinger’s work focused on positive interactions 

between singing development, pitch sensitivity and language development, and proposes activities for 

music teachers to enhance their lessons.  
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The work of Hansen and colleagues (2014) explored the whole spectrum of school-aged 

development from preschool through high school, and shares research-based information about the roles 

that music can play in enhancing learning throughout. Nursery rhymes and songs like B-I-N-G-O 

reinforce the alphabetic principal and phonemic awareness (that individual sounds have corresponding 

letters, and the ability to separate them and combine them). Children’s high motivation for attending to 

the rhythms, melodies and tempos of music also make it an effective tool for helping establish classroom 

routines by using song (for example during cleaning up, lining up, and saying hello in the morning).  

Hansen and colleagues cite the work of Pat Wolfe (author of Brain Matters) who suggests that fingerplays 

and movement provide and extra layer of sensory input, which is said to enhance learning. An in-depth 

chapter delves into the uses of music to promote initial reading (decoding) skills, and there are many 

similarities to the ideas proposed by Goswami, in her work mentioned earlier on enhancing auditory 

perception and phonological awareness. 

In the last decade research began to consider the impact of early music experiences with typically 

developing children (Franco et al., 2021; Politimou et al., 2019; Putkinen, et al., 2012; Runfola et al., 

2012; Williams et al., 2015). The benefits begin in infancy with early singing having an impact on 

vocabulary growth (Franco et al., 2021). Politimou’s (2019) study found that a variety of informal home 

music experiences contributed to improved development of grammar and phonological awareness skills in 

three- to four-year-old children. Putkinen’s (2013) study found that children who come from musically 

enriched homes are less distractible, suggesting that informal musical activities could enhance auditory 

processes needed for speech processing; but this could also support improved attending skills in a busy 

classroom environment. The study by William’s group (2015) in Australia showed that the frequency of 

home music activities when children were 2-3 years old was positively correlated with cognitive 

outcomes from teacher reports and direct testing when the children were 4-5 years old. Runfola and 

colleagues (2012) conclude that the time spent in a preschool delivering 20 minutes daily of music 

instruction by highly trained early childhood educators did not take away from literacy progress for 
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preschool children, in fact, literacy progress in oral vocabulary and grammatical understanding was 

enhanced, compared to a control group. After accounting for the influence of home book reading, they 

found some associations between music activities and prosocial skills, attention regulation and numeracy. 

Together these studies highlight the value of musical experiences on developing auditory abilities, 

vocabulary and language skills, attentional and emotional regulation and prosocial skills. Research like 

this requires replication with non-typically developing populations, such as children with DS. 

Given the wide range of cognitive abilities of people with DS, another important area of interest 

is cognition. A recent longitudinal study by Jaschke, Honing and Scherder (2018) is notable.  This study 

considering typically developing primary school children (aged 6-8) showed a link between participation 

in a primary school music program and the improvement of executive functions (subfunctions of 

inhibition, planning and verbal intelligence).  

There are clear differences in how the studies of the benefits of music were conducted, but they 

all point to the benefits of early childhood music activities on various aspects of development. Now, it is 

critical to conduct this type of research in populations of children with developmental challenges. This 

research will ensure they can participate fully in the inclusive classroom environment, and later, in the 

real working world, doing meaningful work. 

Music and Disability Studies 

There is little data to date concerning the benefits of music within disability research. There is a 

very small body of research concerning the effects of music-based interventions with children with 

developmental disabilities, but very little about children with intellectual disabilities such as DS. A 2006 

book written about music therapy in a child development centre in the UK focusses almost entirely on 

children on the autism spectrum, with a few case studies regarding children born prematurely with 

physical and mental challenges as a result. Down syndrome is not mentioned in the book at all (Oldfield, 

2006).  
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In a 2012 systematic review, Brown and Jellison reported on effective music practices in the 

special education field, with the aim of continued research in inclusive settings. Their focus was also on 

autism, and most of the effective findings were related to social outcomes (81%) and less on academic 

outcomes (19%); however, only 34% of the studies reported effective results, and 47% with mixed 

results. They discuss at some length the use of individualized music therapy sessions for children with 

autism and note that all the studies related to music therapy were published in the Journal of Music 

Therapy, which may not be as widely read by the scientific or education research community, as it is a 

highly specialized field. This could also show a general lack of interest in the academic research 

community regarding music therapy. Making music practices accessible to a wider range of children, in 

inclusive settings, was clearly not of interest at the time, given the reviewer’s comment that: “Judging 

from the few studies on inclusion, a large majority of music researchers must have neither the background 

and/or interest to conduct research on this topic” (Brown & Jellison, p. 346).  This lack of interest 

between music therapy researchers in the field of intellectual disability, and the lack of awareness in the 

academic field about music therapy seems to have caused a gap that when explored, could be richly 

rewarding. 

In one music therapy study that involved children with DS, Pienaar (2012) looked at whether 

parents perceived that their children with DS were responsive to music and that communication and social 

skills may develop through regular music therapy sessions. This study was seemingly laying a foundation 

for further work with this population and more research on the benefits of music therapy. Pienaar 

mentions that with children who have DS, parent-involvement in music therapy is essential to its success. 

Based on Pienaar’s extensive experience with music therapy and children with special needs, she also lays 

out strategies for successful group music sessions that could be adopted in other educational settings, 

which include structure, routine, sequencing activities, use of drums or other percussion instruments, 

piano or guitar, turn-taking activities, games and dancing. Some of these activities have been mentioned 

by neuroscientist Goswami (2013; 2018; 2019) in work with PA and literacy remediation, supporting the 
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idea that music therapy is also of benefit to the development of children with DS, and simply needs more 

attention in the research realm.  

A more recent study about music therapy with children who have DS examined the effect on 

parent-child interactions.  O’Donoghue’s (2017) in-depth case study of 2 young children (9 months and 3 

years old) with DS and their primary caregivers, over a six-week period, the children became more 

involved and learned to engage and share musical activities with their mothers. The mothers also learned 

to be more responsive during their interactions with their child. While the study was brief, it highlights 

the benefits of positive interaction and stress-relief that comes through musical engagement for the 

parents.  

One researcher conducted a study on the benefits of infant-directed (ID) singing on self-

regulation. De l’Etoile (2015) showed that singing to infants with DS (under 2 years old) held their 

attention as effectively as it did with a group of TD infants. Singing lullabies brought about a calm, 

neutral state, which is typical and desirable at this stage. De l’Etoile notes that children with DS showed 

less intermittent gaze, which could reflect a deficit in ability to shift attention to modify arousal. Further 

study is warranted, although De l’Etoile concludes that infants with DS experienced comfortable arousal 

and were not overly aroused by the singing. 

A recent systematic review of the role of music in the development of children with Down 

syndrome highlights the ongoing paucity of music-related research in the field of DS research. (Moreno-

Garcia et al., 2020). They found only nineteen articles (in English and Spanish) from the last decade and 

the articles vary widely in participants age, and some include participants with other developmental 

disabilities such as Autism. The studies do suggest benefits to social skills, attention, and vocabulary. 

However there is a lack of detail in the methods and the areas of development, and the authors make an 

urgent call for further studies to clarify the role of music in the developmental progress of people with 

DS.  
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Having concluded the overview of intervention literature, the next section moves through several 

theoretical concepts that influence the work of this study. To begin, MaryAnn McColl’s recent textbook 

contribution to the field of disability studies (McColl, 2019) provides a balanced perspective on the issues 

surrounding the lived experience of people experiencing a wide range of disabilities. Some of the 

elements from her work that will frame the current study are privileging the voices of people with 

disabilities, challenging the biomedical approach to disability, being change-oriented, balancing objective 

and subjective views, being positive rather than negative in tone. McColl’s (2019) focus on the word 

appreciative calls on us to be appreciative of (rather than fearful of or disgusted by) the challenges faced 

by people with disabilities to get through the day, of their resilience, of the gift of diversity versus the 

threat of normalization (p. 9).  McColl points out that common attitudes to disability are binary and 

paradoxical, and that the media portray disabled people either as heroic or pitiable, usually because 

people either put too much focus on the disability or try to ignore it altogether. Somewhere in the middle 

of these, is what she terms due consideration. These are the ideas that will serve as guidance for the 

analysis and writing of this study about a young boy with DS. 

Next, it is important to acknowledge that work in fields as diverse as disability, language and 

neuroscience are contributing to the conversation on language development. Three perspectives from 

these fields will be considered. Each contribute to the idea that language learning is a complex process 

that requires consideration of multiple developmental domains. 

In the disability field, Kumin’s (2012) early communication guide for parents and professionals 

working with children with DS outlines that language is built on sensory experiences, as the child makes 

sense of information received from his or her environment. There are seven prerequisite skills for 

language development: “attention skills, visual skills, auditory skills, tactile skills, imitation skills, 

cognitive skills, and referential knowledge” (p. 46). These skills work together to set up what they refer to 

as “feedback loops between the eyes, ears, mouth, lips, tongue and jaw, and the brain” (p. 46). Delays in 
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development in any of those skills or areas can set a child up for language delays. This study will 

endeavor to incorporate data that refers to as many of the skills mentioned above. 

From the field of language and cognition, Lieven’s (2016) usage-based approach to language 

development will also be considered. Relevant to the early learning stages discussed in the present work 

is the following: “that children’s linguistic productivity is tied closely to their linguistic experience, but 

this interacts with processing capacity, the developing linguistic system, and children’s communicative 

goals” (p. 361). For the purposes of the present study, agency, in terms of expressing needs and 

preferences forms an important area of focus in this study. The communicative goal of social connection 

(belonging) is seen as another important goal in the family context, but also in the contexts of intervention 

and inclusive educational settings.  

In the domain of brain and cognition, D’Souza, D’Souza and Karmiloff-Smith (2017) posit a 

neuroconstructivist perspective to language learning, in which development is viewed “as experience-

driven processes that occur within complex biological and ecological systems – and thus as 

CONSTRAINED by internal and external factors at multiple levels (e.g., genetic, neural, behavioural, 

societal) and timescales” (p. 593, capitalization in original). They go on to say that language skills are 

developed through a wide variety learning experiences, in which the brain adapts through plasticity by 

specialization across different levels and domains. The ability to handle objects (to see them up close and 

explore their texture with hands and mouth) turn the head and attend to a sound, to move around a room 

and explore are among but a few factors discussed in their report that examines the complexities of 

language learning. These biological and physical interactions are interdependent, meaning the formation 

of one function (for example, sitting up independently) may shape how later-developing functions 

emerge. Language depends on visual, auditory, and physical development. They also report on the 

probability of synaptic disturbances in brain signals in people with DS (and certainly in people on the 

autism spectrum) that are likely to be a cause of developmental delay. Their ideas should sound as a 
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beckon to the research community: research studies need to embrace multiple facets of a child’s 

development when considering language development. 

This study is focused on the use of music, so a theoretical basis for its use is also seen as 

important. In their theoretical paper about music and language acquisition, Brant, Gebrian, and Slevc 

(2012) note parallel developmental tracks of music and language development. In the first six months of a 

child’s life, they are capable of discriminating sounds in all languages and musical systems; after which 

they begin to discriminate some harmonic contrasts and some phonetic contrasts. By nine months of age, 

a baby’s discrimination of native music and speech sounds is increasing, while discrimination of non-

native music and speech is decreasing. Importantly, at nine months old, children are just starting to 

understand their first words. They have (presumably) been spoken to and sung to for 9 months while not 

understanding the meaning of the sounds, although they can distinguish a mother’s voice, the soothing 

quality of lullabies, and recognize when someone is speaking a non-native language. Between the ages of 

2-3, singing and speech are both simple but include important building blocks.  

Overall, Brant and colleagues (2012) emphasize the importance of using music in a 

developmentally appropriate way, not imposing adult meanings and categories on the early musical 

experiences of children. They suggest defining music as “creative play with sound” (p. 12) to describe 

what infants and young children are doing with sound. Brandt and his colleagues conclude that music 

merits a central place in our understanding of human development. It is in this light that the concept of 

music in early childhood will be taken throughout this thesis project, giving it a central place in the 

understanding of the development of a child with DS.  

There are good reasons, as outline above, to think that using music in multiple contexts and for 

multiple purposes during the early years may aid in developing attention, auditory perception, working 

memory, physical development, oral language, phonological skills and social communication for children 

with DS. Taking the above theoretical perspectives into consideration, this thesis offers a richly detailed 
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examination of the early childhood experiences of a boy with DS who learned to speak with a remarkably 

rich vocabulary by the age of five, when he entered an inclusive mainstream kindergarten classroom.  

This study presents a rich, multi-faceted, whole-person account of language development in a child with 

DS produced by considering a wide range of experiences over a period of five years.  
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

Methodology - Autoethnography and Grounded Theory 

 A study examining diverse data sources such as a child’s developmental assessment documents, 

narrative writing, and song lyrics is not suited to quantitative methods. This study required a method to 

examine the details of past lived experience over a substantial period of five years in the life of a mother 

and son. It required a process that included rigorous methods for reliably analyzing and interpreting 

disparate sources of data. Including data from personal experience (outlined in detail below) also 

necessitated a methodology that invited the mother’s personal story to be represented. Two qualitative 

methods were combined in this study: autoethnography and grounded theory (GT), and these will be 

discussed below. 

 Carolyn Ellis’s seminal work on autoethnographic method, The Ethnographic I (2004), defines 

autoethnography as “research, writing, story, and method that connect the autobiographical and personal 

to the cultural, social, and political” (p. xix). In more recent work by Ellis, Adams and Bochner (2011), it 

is described as an approach to research and writing that seeks to “describe and systematically analyze 

personal experiences in order to understand cultural experiences” (p. 1). Yet this study is not focused on 

cultural experience but rather with child development. Adams, Jones and Ellis (2015) suggest this method 

for critiquing, making contributions to, and extending existing research and theory. This study did some 

of each of those things in the course of both writing and analyzing the personal narratives. Many scientific 

studies about language development have focused on the efficacy of a particular intervention, thus 

neglecting many other factors in the early life of children that can have an important impact on 

development. Demographics are usually included in the analysis; these are reported as statistical 

information that lacks nuance. This study’s focus on musical interactions in the early years using 

autoethnographic writing will begin to address what Ellis and colleagues refer to as this problem with 

scientific research: “the inability of those methods to create insight about the particularities, nuances, and 
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complexities of identities, relationship, experiences and cultures” (2015, p. 16). The autoethnographic 

writing takes a realist perspective in the form of layered accounts of experiences that juxtapose fragments 

of memories and introspection (Ellis et al., 2015), while incorporation of research and theory is left to the 

process of analysis.  

 As a qualitative research method, autoethnography concerns itself with narrative rationality and 

relational ethics (Ellis et al., 2015). The personal narratives, though written in retrospect, attempt to share 

experiences, emotions, reactions with as much specificity and authenticity as possible, aiming for what 

Ellis and colleagues refer to as narrative fidelity and probability. Consideration was also given to the 

relational ethics ideas of Tami Spry, cited in Ellis et al.’s (2015) work: avoiding self-indulgence, avoiding 

blaming and shaming, avoiding heroics, avoiding framing others as victims, and avoiding self-

righteousness by acknowledging the identity of self as a researcher with certain privilege. This study 

sought to examine the particular ways that music was used in the context of the early childhood of a 

young boy with Down syndrome. The first-hand perspective of the mother, who was the primary 

caregiver, offered direct access to rich data about the personal experience of raising him. 

 Given that early musical interactions for children with Down syndrome have not yet been 

systematically addressed in research, data other than autoethnographic writing was needed to improve the 

reliability of the study. These include: 

! the child’s de-identified medical and intervention records which are historically stored on a shelf 

in binders in the home; 

! selected relevant emails and social media posts from his birth to age 5; 

! song lyrics to the child’s collection of CDs and DVDs that were used in the home and car during 

the relevant years (see Appendix 8 for a complete list); 

! photographs of the child that pertain to relevant moments of development or personal joy and 

success for him, as well as images that typify the musical experiences of the home/community 

environment discussed in the stories.   
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A method was then needed to analyze these data sets and integrate them into findings. Grounded theory 

(GT) is useful in bringing out the depths of an experience (Grbich, 2013). Charmaz’s (2014) 

constructivist approach to GT was chosen as the specific tool for analyzing the disparate data sources 

involved in this study for its ability to capture the fullness of events through analytic renderings. The 

methodology digs deep in the empirical to build analytic structures that reach to the hypothetical, which is 

useful for presenting new ideas to the fields of disability and language development research. 

Specifically, the stage of theoretical sampling within Charmaz’s GT improves the quality of a study in 

several ways: (i) by increasing the precision of categories, (ii) by moving the coded material from 

description to analysis, (iii) making analysis more generalizable, (iv) by grounding conjectures in data, 

and (v) explicating analytic links between categories (2014).  

Study Context and Location 

 The context of this study is unique in a couple of ways. In a historical context, it took place 

during and due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The researcher’s original intent was to conduct experimental 

research using a music-based intervention with young children with DS in a public-school setting to test 

the hypothesis that music can improve vocabulary and phonemic awareness (sound manipulation) skills in 

school-aged children with DS.  With public lockdowns and heightened health and safety measures in 

place, research in that setting was not possible.  Conducting research using digital video conferencing was 

considered, but rising awareness of the impacts of the pandemic on parent stress and “zoom fatigue” 

(Ramachandran, 2021) made this unfeasible. These considerations led to the switch to qualitative 

methods.  

 The reflective process of completely re-conceptualizing a research study led to a deeper 

recognition that the child’s development was outside the expected developmental parameters for children 

with DS. Sharing the details of his early upbringing had the potential to fill gaps in the research literature. 

In essence, the local circumstances of the pandemic caused the mother to consider becoming a participant 

in her research and using her own parenting experience as data. This effectively resolved the issue of 
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access to the field and participants.  Being at home in lock-down did not limit access to personal 

documents such as medical and developmental reports, song lyrics, photographs or social media posts 

from the past.  

Researcher Positionality 

 The dual roles of the researcher present another unique element of this study. As in most 

qualitative studies, the researcher was the main instrument for data generation and analysis. In this case 

she was also the parent of the child whose development is under study. This required additional measures 

to assure the protection of the rights of the child, which will be addressed in the ethics section. It also 

caused consideration of the use of writer’s voice in research. As mentioned in the introduction, to 

distinguish the dual roles in the context of an academic study, the researcher decided on the use of the 

first-person in the autoethnographic writing to highlight the directness of the experience of raising the 

child in this study. The third person was adopted for reporting on the analysis to maintain the integrity of 

the role of researcher.  

Participants 

 This is a non-participatory study, in the sense that the researcher made no contact with 

participants in the process of gathering data. There were no interviews, interventions, surveys, 

questionnaires or anything of that nature. However, the mother consented and her child with DS gave 

verbal assent to sharing personal information for the purposes of the study. 

 The mother chose herself purposely for the study based on the inclusion criteria of being the 

primary caregiver of a young child with DS. Her son was chosen purposely based on the criteria of being 

a young person with DS who has a high level of oral language ability, equivalent to typically developing 

children.  This was also a convenience sample, as time constraints made it impossible to seek out other 

participants meeting the same inclusion criteria. 

 The mother is a middle-aged woman, with a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Education degrees, 

working on master’s level graduate studies, and is the first in her family to attend university.  She is the 
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sole-custody parent of her child with DS, and lives in a mid-sized university city in Canada with her son. 

Their closest relatives are about four hundred kilometres away. 

 The child is an eight-year-old boy with DS who speaks English. He was born with two congenital 

heart conditions that required surgery in the first year of his life. He wears corrective vision eyeglasses 

and takes medication for a thyroid condition. These factors mean that he requires regular visits with 

medical specialists for the duration of his life; echocardiograms, ECGs, eye examinations and bloodwork 

form a part of his life routine. Like others with DS, he also needs ongoing occupational therapy to support 

his fine motor skills progress and speech therapy to improve his language ability. Although his language 

skills enable him to be understood reasonably well in the inclusive classroom setting, corrective work is 

still needed for specific articulation issues and more complex syntax. 

Strategies for Data Collection/Generation 

 Some data was ‘collected’ from different areas of the home, as implied by the list of data sources 

given above. Other data was ‘generated,’ namely, the autoethographic writing. The collected data will be 

discussed first, followed by the data generated by the mother.  

  To begin with, medical, therapeutic intervention and educational records were located, removed 

from their binders, separated by those categories, and sorted into chronological order. Identifying 

information (the child’s name, names of doctors, addresses and clinic/hospital names) was blacked out 

before PDF scans were generated for import into NVIVO software. At a certain point, it became clear that 

data analysis of medical records risked sharing unnecessarily private details about the child’s history. The 

mother decided instead to write a narrative in response to the collection of medical records she had stored 

through the course of the child’s early life, which is included in Appendix 1, and was coded along with 

the other data. Appendix 13 presents an overview of areas of development (other than language) 

summarized from therapeutic assessment records: physical, cognitive, social-emotional and adaptive 

behaviour. Language development is reported in the data analysis chapter in Table 4. 
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A list of the children’s CDs and music DVDs in the family’s collection was compiled (Appendix 

8), and the song lyrics were transcribed. Some song lyrics were freely available online through songwriter 

websites, others the mother transcribed while listening to the songs.  The printed song lyrics were 

organized by the developmental period in which they were introduced and used by the mother and son: 

infancy (birth to eighteen months), toddler period (eighteen months to three years), preschool (three to 

four years) and kindergarten (four to five years); then stored in three-ring binders. The lyrics for the 

lullaby CDs were not transcribed, as the mother only used them briefly in the very early months during 

hospital stays and for a brief period in the home. After this, she developed a preference for singing the 

lullabies using her voice only.  

 A search through saved emails was conducted to compile information about community activities 

that the mother and son participated in during the early years of his life. This resulted in finding invoices, 

event flyers, and resource centre calendars of events. Personal emails were excluded from the study for 

ethical reasons. A search through the mother’s Facebook account resulted in finding several posts relevant 

to developmental progress and the child’s passion for playing the guitar. These were placed in the 

category of photographs, since they included a photo of the child and a description. All identifying 

information in these documents was blacked out if chosen for use in the thesis paper.  

 Autoethnographic narrative accounts of early life were written with the intent to elucidate the 

ways music was experienced in various locations: in therapeutic intervention settings, in the home, in the 

car and in various community settings. A few other narratives were written with a different intent: to help 

readers understand the physical and developmental challenges in the early life of this child with DS, and 

the particularities of the mother’s response to those challenges.  

 The mother reviewed the collection of photographs of the child’s first five years and chose photos 

that stood out in different ways. Some represent important moments in the child’s development, some 

reveal the child’s interests, and some give visual context for the events in the narratives. The mother 

reviewed the photograph collection several times, until the collection of photographs seemed complete for 
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the purposes of this study. The digital photos were organized into a file on the researcher’s laptop, and 

short descriptive excerpts were written about each, for use in the coding process. The faces of all other 

people in the photographs were masked, and the eyes of the child were masked to ensure anonymity. Not 

all photos were included in the final draft of the thesis, though all of them were used in data analysis. 

Data Analysis  

 As mentioned earlier, Charmaz’s constructivist GT (2014) was chosen as the method for 

analyzing the data. Some of this was done manually (the song lyrics), some was done using NVIVO 

software, and some processes were conducted using Excel spreadsheets. Examples of each will be 

included as the process is described in greater detail. External factors, including pandemic-related limits 

to childcare, a laptop breakdown and several changes of office location over the period of the study 

impacted some of these choices. Regardless of mode, all the collected data was subjected to Charmaz’s 

GT methods. This involved a seven-step process, delineated with some detail in Figure 2, and explained 
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in more detail below. 

 

Figure 2 Grounded Theory Process 
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Initial open coding began with song lyrics, and the researcher decided in advance to code the 

songs deductively in three different ways, as shown above in Figure 2: according to the interaction with 

the songs (with gesture, dance, and so on), thematic content (animals, body parts, and so on) and elements 

of song structure (such as repetition). The researcher expected to find some trends of change over the 

course of time, hence the lyrics were divided by album into developmental periods according to when 

they were acquired and used consistently. The categories are not strict, rather they are estimates based on 

the memory of the mother. The codes were tabulated, and three tables were created to summarize the 

findings using the totals and percentages to provide an overview of the results. Reviewing the totals on 

the tables revealed that not all the data had been accounted for because the tabulations did not total a 

hundred percent. A second round of focused coding was needed to ensure that the categories were 

saturated with data from all the song lyrics. The revised tables allowed the researcher to clarify 

relationships among the song lyric analysis categories and theories of language development. 
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Figure 3 NVivo Open Coding Sample 

 Developmental records were then open coded using NVIVO software, as with all the data. The 

process revealed the broad categories of ‘challenges’ and ‘development’ and many sub-categories as seen 

in Figure 3. This figure shows a complete list of the initial category nodes coded from the development 

records as a screenshot from NVIVO coding software. These were eventually refined in later analytic 

processes. Where standardized testing or other developmental screening tools were reported, results were 

noted, and tables outlining the age, assessment tool, setting of the assessment and clinical interpretations 

were created for an efficient overview of the child’s developmental progress. The setting of the 

assessment was noted in response to the fact that there is a seeming decline in oral language development 

between the age of twenty-one and twenty-six months. This apparent decline could be attributed to the 

fact that the earlier assessment was conducted in the home, with a familiar therapist, while the later one 

was in a new, relatively unfamiliar setting, with a therapist he had little connection with at that point.  

 Open-coding proceeded with the autoethnographic writing, and data began connecting with 

categories and subcategories initiated with the developmental records, as well as the appearance of 
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categories related to the location of musical interactions shared with the mother and child: the home, the 

car, the therapeutic preschool, and community settings such as parent-tot music classes. This was 

expected, as the author had written these with the explicit intention of elaborating on the ways music was 

used in different settings. The photographs and their written descriptions enhanced the detail within the 

initial categories.  

 As the material was being coded, the researcher was comparing codes between and within 

different data sets and writing memos using the questions in Figure 2 to guide the thinking process. This 

process began to reveal connections between the musical experiences and neurocognitivist theory of 

language development, and the importance of the child’s physical development in supporting his oral 

language skills.   

 Advanced memos based on the emerging categories began to take the form of diagrams 

incorporating codes from different data sets and different time points that helped connect the ideas in a 

chain of process, while also pointing to the vital importance of the mother’s influence. One such memo is 

included in the reflexive analysis chapter, which discusses the mother’s influence in detail. These memos 

also supported the process of theoretical sampling leading to choices about which categories held the 

most significance and how the findings should be presented.  

 Returning to the research questions was an important part of the iterative process of analyzing 

data from disparate sources, and it was vital to set aside interesting but irrelevant codes that touched on 

themes outside the scope of this study. ‘What were the ways that the child interacted with music in his 

early years?’ required the music to be analyzed, as well as the places and the people that presented the 

experiences. The social actors in those contexts remain anonymous, and this supports the generalizability 

of the study. 

 Finally, the memos and the results of the coding process began to be integrated with theory and 

research ideas presented in the literature review, and the construction of theory began, represented in this 

study as the data analysis and reflexive analysis chapters. The data analysis chapter deals with the 
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findings regarding the music, its use, and the benefits to the child’s development. The reflexive analysis 

chapter delves into the influence of the mother: her background, experience, character, and other factors 

that emerged through the coding process that played important roles in the child’s development.  

Ethics 

 Ethical concerns in this study centred around rights to privacy and protection of the rights of the 

child participant. Although this was neither intervention study, nor did involve observation, interaction or 

interviewing with the child, his role as the subject of the autoethnographic writing, and the fact that his 

developmental information was being analyzed and shared needed consideration.  

 Initially, parental consent of both the mother (the sole-custody parent) and the father (who has 

visitation rights) was attained through Letters of Information and Consent (LOI’s) (see Appendix 9). 

Confidentiality of the parents and any other third parties mentioned was maintained through the absence 

of names in the narrative writing, and further enhanced through the absence of place names. De-

identifying information on documents occurred through blacking out of names, locations and logos.  

 The right to leave the study was outlined clearly in the LOI, and the researcher discussed this with 

the father at a few points during the study to assure that he was clear about the intent of the study. Neither 

parent ever requested that the child be removed from the study. The mother chose not to include one 

narrative and the medical records from the appendices of the final thesis for reasons of confidentiality. 

 The initial submission to REB was returned, requiring full delegated review due to the dual roles 

of the researcher. The REB requested third party verification of assent from the child for participation in 

the study. A visual assent form and script were created by the researcher and approved by the supervisor. 

The parent-researcher conducted the assent with the child, who agreed to his mother writing a story about 

the ways they sang and danced to music when he was little, and how that helped him learn to talk. 

(Appendix 10). The supervisor approved this assent process, the documents were submitted to REB and 

the study was approved (see Appendix 11 for GREB approval). 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis 

 Using Grounded Theory Methods (Charmaz, 2014) to analyze the various sources of data resulted 

in a richly detailed response to the initial research questions: How was music used in the early years and 

how could it have benefitted the child’s development? The findings uncovered answers to more finely 

tuned questions about the who, what, why, where, when, and how of the musical interactions that the 

child experienced. Who initiated those experiences, and why? What was the nature of the music and the 

interaction with it? Where did particular kinds of musical interactions take place? When did they happen; 

meaning during which developmental stage: infancy, the toddler period, the preschool years or 

kindergarten? What was the child’s response to different musical experiences and interactions? How did 

they impact the child’s development?   

 Integrating data from autoethnographic writing, song lyrics, developmental records and 

photographs proved to be somewhat challenging. A chronological rendering of the results at first seemed 

to be the obvious choice, but that way of approaching the topic tended to lean into the challenges too 

heavily, while the disability studies framework (McColl, 2019) encourages the focus to remain on 

resilience. The resilience and determination of the mother are a clear theme in the data and will be 

discussed in more detail in the discussion chapter. Here, however, it is important to note here that the 

mother has a background working with young children, and therefore has educated knowledge about 

concepts such as developmentally appropriate music and activities for young children, plus a willingness 

to learn from the therapists who were supporting her child’s development.  

 In a few sentences, the findings could be summarized chronologically in this way: the mother 

frequently initiated shared musical experiences, to which the child was highly responsive. This created a 

kind of positive feedback loop, where the mother introduced the child to a musical experience, noticed his 

positive response, and would in turn respond with more and more varied musical experiences. It created a 

strong emotional bond between them, and the child quickly began self-initiating musical experiences. The 
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interactions became increasingly complex as the mother sought out music in different settings, learned 

from therapists and teachers, and followed the developmental growth of the child. By age five the child 

had reached a level of language development equivalent to typical, same-age peers, which is uncommon 

for children with Down syndrome.  

  Focused coding and early memo writing reinforced that the mother was the driving force behind 

the musical experiences. Further theoretical sampling, asking “why” questions of the data about the 

musical activities she chose, revealed that she had different purposes for using music. Sorting and 

comparing the answers resulted in thematic categories that highlight authentic parenting experiences: 

music for bonding, comfort or relaxation, music for motivation, and music as an enjoyable activity that 

formed a part of their daily life. It is through these themes that the first part of this chapter will proceed.  

 Within the discussion of each of these themes, reference will be made to specific things that the 

mother and child did together: singing, dancing, playing instruments and so on, the places where they 

participated in musical activities, and specific qualities of the songs used during the interactions at the 

various stages of development. All of the reasons for using music resulted in different responses, and 

benefits to both the child and the parent, and to their relationship, which will be addressed within each 

theme.  

 However, there is one overarching connection between all the theoretical uses for music: songs 

were an effective language teaching tool.  The final section within the findings chapter is dedicated to a 

detailed look at song as a teaching tool, with a specific focus on language, which also encompasses 

benefits to conceptual learning and auditory processing.  

Music for Comfort, Relaxation and Bonding 

 Medical professionals had less than optimistic hopes for the development of this child, based on 

his medical issues and Down syndrome diagnosis. This was a chronic source of worry for the mother, so 

the calming quality of the lullabies was essential for her wellbeing as much as the child’s. Singing 

lullabies to comfort and soothe crying or anxious infants seems to be an instinctively universal parental 
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response during infancy.2 This mother also sang lullabies to her infant, even in the NICU (Figure 4) 

surrounded by nurses, doctors and people visiting other babies (Appendix 2). This was a time of 

uncertainty and worry, there was a great need for comfort and relaxation, both for mother and child. As 

De l’Etoile (2015) pointed out in her study of infants, lullabies bring about a calm, neutral state, which 

could be especially beneficial when a baby is connected to wires and tubes as shown below in Figure 4.   

 

Figure 4 Baby at 5 days old. 

 After the baby had recovered from a first heart surgery and the family returned home, the mother 

continued singing lullabies to the infant at home, and it clearly benefited them both by supporting mother 

and the child’s emotional self-regulation. 

I continued singing lullabies at times when I wanted him to fall asleep while feeding, as this also 
helped me to calm down if I was feeling anxious (which was often the case). Generally, the more 
I calmed down, the more [Tommy] calmed down (Appendix 3). 

 
One of her hopes was to breastfeed the child, which one cardiologist clearly did not think would be 

possible. Yet, at around four months of age, the child was successfully breastfeeding, and the NG tube 

was no longer necessary. At six months the baby had a second surgery (open heart) and recovered and 

was sent home in a very short period of four days, which seemed miraculous to the parents. As Standley 

(2012) suggests, it is possible that the lullabies sung regularly by the mother and the recorded music left 

 
2see https://www.putumayo.com/dreamland and 
https://www.prestomusic.com/classical/products/8023078--calming-world-lullabies for examples of CD 
collections of lullabies from around the world 
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during parent absences during the child’s time in hospital helped pacify and relax the child, improve his 

sucking and feeding ability, and supported a quicker recovery and hence a shorter hospital stay. This 

notion is further supported by a study that that took saliva samples from children after ten minutes of 

maternal singing, who showed significant reductions in cortisol levels compared to after ten minutes of 

maternal speech (Trehub, S., as cited Flohr, 2005, p. 28). The child experienced consistent episodes of 

maternal lullabies, which likely reduced stress hormones, aided breastfeeding and promoted regular sleep 

patterns, and in turn, likely contributed to faster healing.   

Moreover, the benefits of lullabies in the infancy of this child with DS likely extended beyond 

those of relaxation responses. They simultaneously increased his linguistic input during the rather long 

hospital stay, or what Skallerup (2008) refers to as a period of impoverished language input. The language 

input that came from these experiences may well have benefitted the child’s working memory system in 

the early language development period as suggested by Pierce and colleagues (2017) study about the links 

between early language experiences and language outcomes. The mother did not speak in more than one 

language as in Pierce’s study, but singing songs daily certainly enriched the child’s early language 

experience. 

 Another theme that arose within the data was the strong emotional bond that sharing music and 

song created for the pair. Findings in this study align with and extend on the work of O’Donoghue (2017), 

who conducted a case study of two young children with DS and their primary caregivers who attended 

music therapy sessions together. One child in their study was a nine-month-old infant, the other was three 

years old and the study lasted only six weeks. The children became more engaged, and the mothers 

learned to be more responsive, and the study showed that positive music interactions provided stress-

relief for the parents. In the case of the current study, the mother took the child to community music 

programming repeatedly. At the age of two, they began in a program designed for children with special 

developmental needs, but she also took him to a regular community parent-tot music class for infants and 

toddlers, and even a community orchestra festival with different orchestral instruments. These 
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experiences exposed the child to a wider variety of songs than those played at home (and some familiar 

ones), concepts such as greeting people and getting to know their names, waiting one’s turn, and how to 

handle a variety of instruments. It was enjoyable for both parent and child, while providing social, 

language and music-training benefits to the child. 

Analysis of the numerous musical experiences shared by mother and son in the current study, 

over a period of five years, reveals consistently positive responses to music from the child, which 

prompted more positive feelings from the mother, and a deepening of their joyful bond through all their 

musical interactions. As the mother describes cleaning up blocks while singing about it, she says, 

“Singing always had a joyful effect on both of us,” and after a divorce, “Singing, playing musical 

instruments together, or dancing to music became our mainstays of joy” (Appendix 5). Watching live 

drum performances at festivals, attending music classes, dancing in the living room, playing music in the 

car are more examples of places where music played an important role in their relationship. Within the 

first few years of life, music had established itself as a reliable tool for the intended purposes of providing 

comfort, relaxation and enjoyment. Yet its benefits were much wider: musical interactions helped with 

creating a joyful emotional bond, while also supporting the baby’s feeding ability, reducing length of 

stays in hospital and aiding development of the early working memory. 

Music for Motivation 

 Within the theme of motivation, three distinctly different uses of music appear, which require 

some explanation. Firstly, songs in which the lyrics explicitly sing about routine tasks had motivational 

benefits. Secondly, certain songs were used to prolong the child’s stamina for less preferred, or more 

challenging activities to promote physical development. Finally, music itself became a reward for 

accomplishing other tasks, which helped promote growing independence in performing self-help skills. In 

addition to these motivational benefits, the lyrics of the songs provided additional exposure to language, 

hence supporting language development at the same time.  
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How did songs help motivate the child with routine task completion? The mother encountered 

idea at the therapeutic preschool program that the child attended roughly from age two to three, where the 

therapists would sing songs for tidying up, for sanitizing hands, and for moments of transition from one 

activity to another (Appendix 5). The child responded very well to these songs in the preschool setting 

and learned to transition from one activity to another without complaint, indicating healthy emotional 

self-regulation skills. 

The mother took this idea of singing into the home, as we saw above in the example of singing to 

get toys cleaned up at home. Another example in the home, singing Frank Leto’s song “Coconut soap” 

(2008) helped the parent and child get through bath time body washing, which could sometimes be a 

struggle. The song is simple and silly and goes through all the major body parts in a slow enough way that 

a parent could reasonably wash their child within the time it takes to sing the song, while making the 

child giggle. Singing helped make the routine task of bathing more pleasant and helped maintain the 

emotional bond at the same time. With practice, the child also learned to say the names of the body parts 

and how to wash, important self-care practices.  

The second way music proved motivational was improving stamina for challenging physical 

tasks. This was essential in terms of the child’s physical development due to the issue of low muscle tone 

in children with Down syndrome, which makes it more tiring and effortful to practice physical activities 

such as running and walking, especially if there are heart issues involved (Winders, 2014). More practice 

is needed for them to achieve milestones such as walking, running and climbing stairs than with typically 

developing children. At home, the mother was discovering that many songs for toddlers have action 

embedded in them, that would inspire movement around the room in a natural way. During the toddler 

years, roughly a quarter of the songs they listened to in the home contained direction for certain actions 

(see Table 3) and nearly another 17% were said to inspire dance or movement. The mother says: 

“Watching ’s face light up as he darted across the room when the song called for running was pure 

delight” (Appendix 5), showing that this was clearly an enjoyable way to encourage movement practice. 
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By the time he was three years old his physical development was still somewhat delayed compared to 

same age peers but was assessed as “adequate to participate in educational activities and access different 

school environments in the preschool setting” (Table 4) or (Appendix 1). Without the stimulation of 

music, would the child have attained a comparable level of physical development? This question is 

impossible to answer but listening to the songs while dancing and moving in various ways also provided 

the child with sensory experiences that helped build prerequisite language skills such as attention, 

auditory skills, imitation skills, cognitive skills and referential knowledge3 (Kumin, 2012). 

Neuroconstructivist thinking (D’Souza et al., 2017) suggests that the child’s ability to move around 

independently was another factor in language development. Since the child was soon physically able to 

explore a wider range of objects in his environment, he benefited from greater number of sensory 

experiences which in turn supported his language development. 

Another important example of music motivating physical development was singing while the 

child was on a swing. The impact of song in this case cannot be understated. The child had been having 

an aversion to swinging for a period of at least six months. When he started at the therapeutic preschool, 

the OT put him in a swing and started singing Sharon, Lois and Bram’s (2001) song “Grandpa’s Farm.” It 

was an almost instantaneous transformation. This repetitive song invites the child to make animal noises 

at certain moments. It requires their attention to be on the song, to hear which animal noise is expected of 

them.  

We’re on the way, we’re on the way, 
On the way to grandpa’s farm. 
2x 
Down on grandpa’s farm there is a little green frog. 2x 
The frog, it goes a lot like this: Ribbit, Ribbit! 2x  
 

Singing that song while swinging enabled him to overcome his discomfort, and over time to swing on 

many different types of swings, in different seated and standing positions, or even on his tummy. Coded 

notes from the preschool assessments indicate that by the age of three he had improved his vestibular 

 
3 Referential knowledge means understanding, for example, that the word frog represents a small animal that makes 
a sound that we call “ribbit.” 
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sense (balance) and core muscle strength thanks to swinging, and report that he loved to swing (Figure 5). 

The nature of the song also supported development of sustained attention and demanded a certain amount 

of cognitive understanding, as the therapist would pause singing and wait for the child to vocalize the 

appropriate animal sound, which this child delighted in doing, with a full, strong voice. 

 

Figure 5 Swinging at the therapeutic preschool 

 Agency, through choice of song, was another motivator for this otherwise shy child to speak in 

front of other people. The mother made a regular habit of staying for the morning circle at the therapeutic 

preschool, to learn the songs they were singing and to observe the child in that context. She noticed that 

the teacher would offer children the chance to come to her and choose the next song to sing by showing 

two different cards with lyrics and pictures that represented ideas from the song. She would ask them 

which song they wanted by naming the song while pointing at the relevant card. Initially the child could 

point or gesture to which song they preferred, but over time she asked them to say the name of the song 

out loud as their development showed readiness to speak the words. After a few months of attending, 

Tommy could name the song of his preference out loud for the teacher. (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Choosing a song at preschool

If he wanted his choice, the child began to understand that he needed to say the words out loud, rather 

than simply pointing. Seeing how much her son enjoyed making a song choice, the mother harnessed the 

power of agency in another way, at home. Giving her son the power to choose a song for a car ride, 

perhaps on an errand, became the reward for getting ready independently. It motivated the child to put on 

socks, shoes, jacket, and hat independently (important self-help skills). It also developed his cognitive 

ability to realize what was necessary to earn the choice, as well as his language skills to express the 

choice. From the usage-based perspective on language development, a child’s goals for communication 

are tied to their language output (Lieven, 2016). Setting up situations where the child was motivated to 

respond vocally to the song or express song preferences using words provided opportunities for such 

goal-driven communication to occur, and ultimately benefited his language development.   

Through these examples, we see the power of music to motivate, and the impacts this had on 

important developmental skills such as self-care, physical development (running and swinging), and 

language.   

Songs as Language Teaching Tools 

 While the above sections discussed findings based on musical experiences chosen consciously by 

the mother for specific purposes, this section’s focus will be on various ways that songs themselves 

provided inherent benefits to language and other areas of development. The first section will deal with the 

ways that experiencing music and song provided learning benefits to language, and the second will 
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explore ways that music inspired the mother to teach concepts found in songs that roused the curiosity of 

the child.  

 Analysis of the songs used in the home indicates increased and enriched language input. This 

section will examine the variety of songs used, use of repetition within the songs, increased visual input 

through use of gesture, and sensorimotor input through whole body movement, and how these provided 

enriched support for language and other areas of development. The use of instruments and the benefits to 

auditory perception will also be discussed.  

 Coding of the songs revealed some interesting developmental parallels with stages of language 

development. We saw earlier that singing and playing recorded lullabies may have provided foundational 

support in the early infancy of the child, in terms of developing the early phonological working memory 

system (Pierce et al., 2017). The next phase, toddlerhood, or roughly until the age of three, is a phase of 

development when both singing and speech are still very simple, but include important building blocks 

(Brant, Gebrian & Slevc, 2012), such as learning to pronounce sounds, understand more words and begin 

to say and sing simple phrases. The songs that were used in the home show a developmentally appropriate 

connection to language learning and music development stages. An examination of Tables 1, 2, and 3 

reveal three important ways that the experiences of song developed over time: the repetitive structure of 

the songs, their linguistic content, and the way the mother and child frequently interacted with them.  

Firstly, the use of repetition within the songs was simpler in the toddler years. For example, eight 

songs included repetition of a single letter sound. This may have been vital to T’s development because 

the words that children will try to say depends on the sounds that they are able to say (Buckley, 2012). 

Most of the songs with single-letter sound repetition came from a CD produced by speech therapists 

(Pediatric Therapy Network, 2005) as a way for parents to support early years speech development by 

practicing at home in a playful, interactive and enjoyable way: through shared music.  
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Table 1 Structural Elements of Songs in the Child's CD Collection 
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Table 2 Song Themes from CD Collection 
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Table 3 Ways the Parent and Child Interacted with Songs 

 
 

The rest of the toddler song collection overall contained moderately more word and phrase 

repetition than in the later years. As an example, the toddler songs repeat simple phrases such as these 

lines from the familiar “Peanut butter and jelly” by Sharon, Lois and Bram (2001): 

Peanut, peanut butter. Jelly 
Peanut, peanut butter. Jelly 
Peanut, peanut butter. Jelly 
Peanut, peanut butter. Jelly 
 
First you dig the peanuts, and you 
Dig ‘em, dig ‘em, you dig ‘em, dig ‘em, dig ‘em. 
Then you crush ‘em, you crush ‘em, crush ‘em, crush em. 
Then you spread ‘em, you spread ‘em, 
You spread ‘em, spread ‘em, spread ‘em. 
 

Practice and feedback are vital to the development of clear speech, since it is a motor skill involving 

control of the muscles of the mouth and tongue, and can only improve with practice (Buckley, 2012). 

Singing songs with highly repetitive patterns dramatically increased the child’s sound production in the 
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home environment. Listening to CDs and encouraging the child to sing along by modelling singing 

behaviour with the child reaped great speech benefits during the toddler years. By the age of three, 

clinical assessment shows language ability in the average range of typical development (Table 4).  

Table 4 Child’s Oral Language Development Overview 

 

Another way that the toddler songs developed linguistic development was the element of 

embedded action words. Nearly a quarter of the toddler songs contained simple, repetitive action words, 

like dig, crush and spread in the above example, that invited the mother and child to move together in a 

way that heightened understanding of the words within the song.  
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The kindergarten songs showed more mature song and sentence structure, with less repetition and 

a chorus beginning to be more frequent song element. The lyrics in the later songs are more 

grammatically complex, and the child’s ability to understand concepts from them aligns with the recent 

work of Politimou (2019) that found informal home music experiences with typical children contribute to 

improved development of grammar. Such was also the case with this child with Down syndrome. Raffi’s 

“Mama Loves It” (2014) is a lovely example of such a song that the mother and child listened to in the car 

during the kindergarten period: 

Mama loves it when you help her do the chores, 
Mama loves it when you lend a hand. 
Papa loves it when you help him do the chores 
Papa loves it when you lend a hand. 
 
Makin’ dinner, folding clothes, sweeping up the floor. 
Settin’ the table, cleaning up, tidying the room. 

 
One day when the child was around the age of five, he called from the back seat of the car, with great 

pride in his voice: “Mom, I can do all those things too!” His comment reveals just how well his 

vocabulary and grammar had developed beyond what research shows is typical of children with Down 

syndrome. Sue Buckley’s work suggests that children with DS at age of five are still mostly using two 

and three-word phrases and may only have a vocabulary of about three hundred words (Buckley, 2012, p.  

17).  Tommy was regularly uttering sentences like the one above, containing seven words, and sometimes 

more, suggesting a vocabulary of about two thousand words, which is required for speaking in sentences 

(Buckley & Sacks, 2012). Problems with making grammatically correct sentences can persist for people 

with DS, as we see in these words: 

Many teenagers are still using phrases made up of key words but without the function (joining) 
words or all the grammatical markers. For example, saying ‘he sit chair’ instead of ‘he is sitting 
on the chair’ (Buckley, 2012, p. 16). 
 

His response above, after hearing that list of six different household chores in a song, shows his working 

memory was also functioning at a sophisticated level. While listening passively to the song, he could 

sustain his attention to those ideas, consider his personal connection to those concepts, and create a full 
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sentence for a verbal response. In effect, his development exceeded that of the 10-22-year-olds with DS in 

Faught and Conners (2019) study, who were unable to create meaningful, grammatically correct 

sentences due to lapses in attention that then compromised short-term memory (STM).    

Above and beyond the vocabulary, grammar skills, attention, and working memory benefits, 

Tommy had also developed a remarkable cognitive capacity. The example above shows that he 

understood the value of his participation in the chores at home. Music’s effect on cognition was examined 

in 2015 with typical children in a study by a group of researchers lead by Kate Williams in Australia. 

They found positive correlations between the frequency of home music activities and cognitive outcomes 

from teacher reports and testing at age four or five (Williams, 2015), much the same as for the participant 

in this study who has DS.  

 The thematic content of music the songs during the toddler years was simpler than that of later 

years. Table 2 shows that there are fewer categories of songs in the earliest music. Many of the toddler 

songs (40.7%) sing about simple daily activities such as taking a bath, brushing teeth (12.7% talk about 

body parts), singing, dancing and other simple things. The interaction and benefits of these were 

delineated above in the section on singing songs for motivation to complete routine tasks. More than 

another quarter of the song themes related to animals, and nature nearly another fifteen percent, and 

several toddler songs sing about numbers in a simple counting manner. These are child-friendly and 

accessible topics that introduce the child to the world around them. During that period, the child delighted 

in performing the animal sounds, as we saw earlier in the discussion about motivation. It’s clear that the 

mother’s intention was to support the child’s language development by providing songs that were 

accessible to his stage of development. More complex concepts appear in the kindergarten songs; for 

example, this excerpt from the Funky Mama’s song “Bedtime Blues” (2003): 

The sun is sinking and it’s glowing red, 
Unwind and take it slow, my mama said, 
Relax, reflect, and rest your mind, 
The stars are shinin’ it’ll be bedtime. 
… 
Having a bath and getting clean, 
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But I feel like I’m all full of beans, 
Brushing my teeth, combing my hair, 
Awe, this really isn’t fair! 

 
At two years old, the concepts of the sinking sun, unwinding, reflecting, being full of beans, and fairness 

would have been missed on the participant. But by age five he was able to see the humour in these words, 

and danced around the living room, announcing that he was full of beans. 

The third component of music as a language teaching tool involved the way the mother and child 

interacted with the songs, most notably the mother’s use of gesture and whole-body movement to the 

music. The mother increased visual sensory input by using meaningful hand gestures4 with important 

words in the songs while she sang along with the CDs with her son.  In the toddler period she did this 

with over forty percent of the songs, and by the age of four, she was only using gesture with about ten 

percent of the songs (Table 3). As mentioned before, by that age, developmental records show that his 

speech abilities were nearly on par with typically developing children of his age, so there was no longer a 

need for intensive gestural support of this kind.  

The section above, concerning repetition of action words, already alluded to the movement 

interaction that the mother frequently initiated with Tommy, which helped him develop physical stamina 

and language understanding. Without being redundant it is worth examining the whole-body music 

experiences that the pair shared in more detail. To reiterate, some song lyrics were directive; for example: 

“Shake your little hands then touch your nose” or “Jump, dance, rock to the music” (PTN, 2005, song 2, 

5). Others provided an opportunity to explore creative movement, either from the faster tempo of the 

song, or from the meaning of the words. “Nelly go cross the ocean” (Debbie Carroll, 2003) is an example 

of a quick-paced song that talks about oceans, plains, prairies and other concepts that the child was not 

prepared for at the age of two and a half, but also contains phrases such as ‘jump up and down,’ ‘turn 

round and round.’ This type of song was coded as dancing or moving to the music, which was done with 

about 17% of the songs in the toddler period. The mother would listen for key movement words and 
 

4 Some of the gestures were official “sign language” gestures, while others were created spontaneously by the 
mother.  
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imitate them while they were being sung, and during the rest of the song she might be marching or 

skipping or running across the living room, and the child would delight in chasing her and mimicking the 

other actions.  

Other songs called for a combination of hand-gestures and whole-body interpretation of the 

lyrics. During “One Elephant” by Sharon, Lois and Bram (2001), while the song goes “One elephant went 

out to play” the mother would get on the floor on her hands and knees and swing one arm around like an 

elephant trunk, then sit and gesture the word “play.” The next line goes “Upon a spider’s web one day,” 

during which she would use both hands to sign spider, using the same movement as she did for “Itsy-bitsy 

Spider” (Music for Little People, 1998). During the next line: “He had such enormous fun” the mother 

chose to represent only the word enormous by making a wide circle using both arms. The final line of the 

verse says, “That he called for another elephant to come,” during which she gestured with her arm in a 

way to beckon someone to come closer, make the elephant trunk with her arm, and when the song paused 

between verses, she made an elephant noise. Songs about animals frequently involved the pair 

“embodying” the animal by mimicking the way it moves and making a sound that it represents. Naturally, 

the visual input for meaning was also reinforced by looking at books about animals, but these musical 

interactions created a lot of opportunities to hear and say the animal’s name, become the animal through 

movement, and make the animal sound much more frequently than book reading alone could possibly do. 

This increased sensory input draws us back to Kumin’s (2012) notion of language being built on sensory 

experiences.  As the child hears, sees, and imitates concepts, the increased input to feedback loops 

between the eyes, ears, mouth and the brain help the child make sense of the language. It is clear that 

gestures and movement provided a rich source of sensory support for language development within the 

enjoyable context of musical interaction. 

Teaching Extensions Stemming from Musical Interaction 

 As we have seen already in this family, “Music is not separated from children’s culture; it 

interplays and intersects with their lived understandings of language” (Winters & Griffin, 2014, p. 79). 
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This section will examine several concrete examples of how this study aligns with Winter and Griffin’s 

conclusion that music deepens understanding of language and enhances the range of language 

opportunities available to children. The context of Winters and Griffin’s work was the classroom, but it is 

clear in this study that the mother was a trained early childhood educator and took it upon herself to 

become a teacher for her son in their home.  

 A major theme that arose in the coding process was the mother’s responsiveness to the child, 

which will be explored in further detail in the reflexive analysis chapter. Her responsiveness to her son’s 

interests enabled her to deepen her son’s understanding of many concepts not yet mentioned, such as 

musical instruments, teamwork, the function and role of trucks in the community, humour, art as a means 

of self-expression, geography, animals, and hosting parties. This final section of the findings chapter 

describes the learning experiences that ensued from the child’s expressions of interest that arose from 

musical interactions.  

Without the mother being aware of children’s musical development theories at the time, it turns 

out that the way the child experienced playing instruments aligns with John Flohr’s (2005) conception of 

developmentally appropriate music practices for children. During the first two years, the child had a 

collection of small toy instruments he could explore at will. He also had access to pots and pans and other 

safe dishes in the kitchen, which he would use as percussion instruments, which Flohr (2005) suggests is 

age-typical music behaviour. At times the mother engaged in tapping or shaking to the beat during song 

singing to model keeping the beat and during music classes, one teacher made a point of teaching rhythm 

patterns on hand drums by tapping the rhythm of the children’s names. It is possible that these practices 

may have benefited the child’s auditory perception for the sounds in words over time, as suggested by 

Goswami’s brain-based theories of phonological awareness (2011, 2013, 2018); especially given that this 

continued into the kindergarten period. In essence, her research suggests that hearing words to a 

predictable beat enhances the brain’s ability to process the sounds, making music an ideal way to develop 

awareness of the sounds in language.  
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Photos of the child from age two and up show him improvising with his guitar (Figure 7), which 

he chose to do independently and regularly, show age-appropriate development in playing skills (Flohr, 

2005, p. 118). As with language development through song, exposure and time to practice through play 

seem to have provided great benefits to the child’s development. 

 The child’s interest in trucks was both nurtured and harnessed by the mother. The narrative 

writing describes the way mother used the theme song from the animated children’s show Bob the Builder 

(Fawkes et al., 1999-2011) to teach the child lessons about determination and teamwork. The truck song 

videos they watched helped the child learn the names of trucks, the names for their parts, the function of 

the trucks, and about different roles that people in the community play. For example, through the 

“Garbage truck” song (Twenty Trucks, 2014) he learned about garbage and recycling trucks, how they 

keep the streets clean, and that people drive those trucks and come by the house every week on the same 

day. He became very passionate about fire trucks through the same song series and before long could 

name the major parts of a fire truck, understand that those trucks help rescue people and animals, and that 

they use hoses that connect to fire hydrants which are connected to water pipes under the ground. Instead 

of gestural or body-movement support for learning, in these cases, understanding of the song lyrics was 

supported visually through video footage of the trucks in action in real communities.  

A couple of photographs (Figure 8) show ways that the mother harnessed ideas from songs to 

teach the child concepts through art. Raffi’s song “Aikendrum” (1976) sings of a man who lives in the 

moon, and his facial features are made of different foods. The mother taught the child how silly it was to 

Figure 7 Guitar playing through the years 
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think about hair made of spaghetti, and they crafted faces of the family and the child’s music teacher 

using dry noodles. The narrative about music in the home describes the child asking about the Congo 

rainforest around age 4, and the ensuing geography-biology-art project they embarked upon in response. 

The lyrics to “Joshua Giraffe,” (Raffi, 1980) are included in Appendix 12 to show the wide range of 

animals that the child learned about through his inquiry into the Congo, which was more about the Congo 

rainforest than the country specifically. 

Figure 8 Music-inspired art 

 It seems fair to say at this point that music and singing contributed exponential benefits, above 

and beyond the use of gesture (te Kaat-vanden Os et al., 2015; Zampini & D’Odorico, 2009), shared book 

reading (Ricci, 2011), and responsive and enhanced milieu communication strategies (Cologon et al., 

2017; Kaiser & Roberts, 2013) to the language development of this child. The studies cited here each 

examined only one element that could contribute to improvements in language outcomes for children with 

DS, and none report improvements like the ones evidenced in this study. Cologon and colleagues’ study 

about responsive parental communication concluded that while there were clear benefits, a high frequency 

of treatment is needed, and may not be feasible. Singing songs every day provided this family with an 

enjoyable way to drastically increase the frequency of engagement with language.  
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As a kind of personal post-script to this chapter, the findings about the ways music was 

experienced by this child would not be complete without a special mention about Raffi, and about 

Christmas. If there were two music-related things that influenced the child’s growing sense of self the 

most, those would be Raffi and Christmas carols. The photo collection is the best testament to these facts 

(Figure 9). 

Figure 9 Giving Raffi concert

The child has been singing Christmas carols and Raffi songs nearly every day since he was about 

two years old. He has given innumerable Raffi concerts at home using a myriad of different items as 

microphones, created concert halls with blocks, filled them with many kinds of spectators, from stuffed 

animals to Bob the Builder ™ truck friends, to Lego ™ people. If he was not busy doing a Raffi concert, 

chances are he was doing a Christmas caroling party. It wasn’t always about Santa and gifts, though many 

times the concert was derailed by the need to fill sacks with toys and deliver them to everyone. 

Sometimes it was about the snow and a certain famous snowman, or the jingle bells, or even about Jesus 

and a little boy who played a drum for him. (Figure 10). No matter how exhausting it became to listen to 

carols week after week, the benefits to the child’s development were worth every “fa la la la.”  

Song and music-making had become a part of the child’s persona, as we see from the photos 

where he was choosing to reenact adult musical experiences such as giving concerts on a stage. He had 

become a young connoisseur of music: wanting to touch and 
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Figure 10 Christmas singing 

play instruments encountered in the homes of friends, family and public spaces, insisting on stopping to 

listen to buskers, asking to host caroling parties, requesting his favourite songs in the car, and asking 

regularly for dance parties at home. In response to the child’s increasingly mature music activity choices, 

as Brant and colleagues suggest, music clearly merits a central place in our understanding of human 

development (Brant et al., 2012). Children’s development advances when they are given the time and 

space to practice skills they are acquiring, as Flohr highlights in (2005) citing developmental principles 

from the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC). More will be said about 

this in the recommendations chapter, but as the NAEYC suggests (cited in Flohr, 2005), children 

construct their own understandings of the world around them in active ways that draw on their physical 

and social experience. Judging by the developmental progress made by this child, music and song clearly 

need a more central place in the early lives of young children, especially those with DS, in homes, in 

therapy centres, and in preschools. 
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Chapter 5 

Reflexive Analysis 

In chapter 5, the data analysis chapter, the profound impacts of a musically enriched life on the 

development of a young child with Down syndrome was illustrated. However, there is another story that 

emerged from GT analysis of the narratives: the story of the mother’s influence. Given the mother’s 

position as researcher and author of the autoethnographic material included in this study, this chapter is 

dedicated to analyzing her contribution to the child’s development. Theoretical sampling (Charmaz, 2014) 

of the autoethnographic narratives uncovered specific character traits and other factors that are unique to 

this mother, and certainly played a role in creating what may have been the optimal conditions for the 

child’s development. This chapter begins with a reflexive account of the mother’s previous experience 

with children. This will be followed by a mention of specific family circumstances that impacted her 

parenting decisions. It concludes with a summary of the factors that arose through coding. 

Mother’s Background 

 Beginning with a more detailed examination of background of the mother than that provided in 

the methods chapter, it is worth noting that her experience with babies and young children began at a 

young age. As the eldest child of three children, she was trained to help with the younger siblings; 

comforting them when they needed emotional support, feeding them, playing with them, singing to them, 

reading to them as she herself learned to read. This training developed a nurturing quality and a sensitivity 

to the needs of young children very early on in her life. As a teenager she worked occasionally as a 

babysitter, and for several summers at day camps with young children, aged four to seven.  

 At university she studied languages and linguistics, including a course dedicated to the 

articulation of sounds in speech, and another on the pronunciation of the French language. The first 

established an understanding of the anatomical structures and physical movements of the tongue and 

mouth that facilitate accurate speech sounds. The latter deepened her understanding of how to structure 

oral language practice, as the course proceeded from the practice of basic consonant (C) and vowel (V) 
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sounds in isolation, to CV combinations, short words, then phrases, sentences and all the way to reading 

passages from newspaper articles and poetry. These courses were prerequisite preparation that could have 

led to graduate work in speech-language pathology. 

 Several years after her bachelor’s degree, the mother completed initial Montessori preschool 

training and had some work experience in Montessori preschool education. This introduced her to 

methods such as following the child’s interests and offering choices to support the child’s developing 

sense of self-confidence and control. In the training program the author learned about Montessori’s 

(1936) principle of “just right” interaction between adult and child during learning. As Montessori 

explains, “the adult is himself (sic) part of the child’s environment; the adult must adjust himself to the 

child’s needs if he is not to be a hindrance to him and if he is not to substitute himself for the child in the 

activities essential to growth and development” (1936, p. 91). The child should learn independently to the 

greatest extent possible, but not struggle so much that it leads to frustration. Explicit teaching happens 

regularly in the Montessori setting, but with as few words as possible, to highlight only important words, 

and to allow a child to freely repeat an activity for as long as the child is focused (ibid, p. 121).  

Children’s early development happens through “sense education” connecting movement, sense of 

touch, and cognition according to Montessori principles (1936). For example, building a block tower of 

decreasing block size by carrying the blocks across the room one by one to allows the child to develop in 

several ways. First, practicing walking in an environment that requires avoiding other objects and people 

develops balance and spatial awareness. Next, holding only one object at a time allows for greater sensory 

input regarding the size, texture and weight of the objects being carried. Further, the mother learned about 

Montessori’s principle of adapting the environment with child-sized furniture and tools. These 

adaptations support a child’s participation in daily household activities and develop motor control of body 

and fine motor skills of the hands and fingers. They also represent Montessori’s key principle of respect 

for the child’s needs (1936). 
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 Another detail of the mother’s professional background is her training and work in dance fitness, 

which comes with professional training in listening carefully to the sound patterns in music and suggests 

an intrinsic desire and motivation to move along with the beat and rhythm of it. This made it quite natural 

for her to engage frequently with the child in dance and creative movement to the songs they were 

listening to, which other mothers may not be as naturally inclined to do. 

Demographic Details 

 In the domain of family demographics, the mother decided to spend the first few years of the 

child’s life as a full-time parent, which as Statistics Canada reports (2015) is less and less common in 

modern Canadian families.5 This shows a willingness to sacrifice paid work or a career in order to care 

for a young family member. But it also reflects a family situation where this was a feasible option. It is 

known that for many families, the option for the mother to spend a prolonged period at home is not 

realistic for financial reasons, or not desirable for career reasons. The salary of a minister did not allow a 

luxuriously comfortable lifestyle, but the necessities were taken care of. This allowed for a period of 

concentrated maternal care for the young developing child who needed intensive, ongoing medical and 

therapy support (Appendix 1) to achieve the level of development that made it possible for him to be 

communicating in full sentences at age four. 

Coded Findings 

 Aside from engaging in musical activities, coding revealed that the mother showed a deep 

commitment to enriching the home environment. Much like the families in research studies during the 

past decade (Ricci, 2011; Westerveld, & Van Bysterveldt, 2017), she provided a literacy-rich home 

environment. She purchased children’s books and regularly borrowed library books and had a daily habit 

of shared book reading with the child (Figure 11). She also acquired educational toys from toy resource 

 
5 Between 1976 and 2014, the number of dual earner couples increased from 33% to 55% of families with at least 
one child. 
. 
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centres and teacher supply stores and purchased guitars and drums for the child when he showed interest 

in playing them.  

 

Figure 11 Early shared book reading 

 This mother displayed a willingness to learn from others and adapt her communication style with 

the child. She was taught during early speech therapy sessions to respond to the baby’s communication 

cues, much in the same way that Brady’s (2004) study did, in the hopes of increasing vocalizations in the 

prelinguistic period. She purposefully followed the child’s lead during play and created an environment in 

the home that attempted to trigger communication, in line with how other research studies have trained 

parents (Cologon et al., 2017; Kaiser & Roberts, 2013). Yet recent analysis of such studies suggests there 

is insufficient evidence to conclude if interventions such as this are effective, mostly because the studies 

have been of limited duration. The mother showed consistent responsiveness to communication cues and 

expressed interests from birth until kindergarten, by which time she was able to respond to his curiosity 

about the Congo rainforest with a highly involved project when he was just four years old. Evidence here 

suggests that consistent responsiveness to child communication signals may be an important language 

development factor after all, but perhaps can only be measured in a longitudinal context such as the one in 

the current study. 

 This mother had a particular receptivity to new ideas. She states clearly that she participated 

actively and regularly in therapy sessions and took the advice of the therapists regarding ways to support 

the child’s developmental progress at home. She purchased instruments that would benefit the child’s 

development. She learned some sign language through DVDs to support the child’s early communication 
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skills and language acquisition. Further, her willingness to sing children’s songs out loud in public places 

to support the child’s enjoyment of the swing showed a kind of courage that not every mother might 

possess. 

 Creativity is another important trait seen in this mother. Spontaneously re-writing lyrics to 

lullabies and creating songs for doing chores at home (Appendix 3) are two ways her musical creativity 

supported the child’s linguistic development in a personalized way. One other important creative theme 

that was discovered was her habit of creating song extensions with rhyming words. Coding of the songs 

revealed that about half of the songs in the family’s CD collection contain the element of rhyme. A classic 

example is the song “Down by the Bay” (Raffi, 1977) which provided a nice opportunity to create new 

verses based on the rhyming pattern.  

Down by the bay, where the watermelons grow, 
Back to my home, I dare not go 
For if I do, my mother will say:  
"Have you ever seen a goose kissing a moose?” " 
 

Extending the song while singing it without the CD, the mother and son created “Have you ever seen a 

dog kissing a frog?” and “have you ever seen a poodle, eating a noodle?”6 The ability to recognize and 

create rhyming words is an important phonemic awareness skill, and an important prerequisite to literacy 

development (Balanced Literacy Diet, n.d.; Genishi, 1998; Melby-Lervag, Lyster & Hulme, 2012). It 

seems logical that the more words a child can access through their vocabulary, and the more practice they 

engage in, the greater the ability to create rhymes will be. Music fulfilled the role of improving 

vocabulary and providing lots of opportunities to hear and practice rhyming in the early life of this 

study’s participant, preparing him well for learning to read.  

 This mother was also a strong advocate for her child. She did not hesitate to seek a second 

opinion when the cardiologist presumed this child would never be able to feed by mouth. She took the 

child out of a therapeutic program when she felt it was not developmentally appropriate or enjoyable for 

 
6 The poodle eating a noodle was inspired by a Dr. Seuss book 
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the child and sought a higher quality program. Advocating for services is a necessary part of parenting a 

child with a disability, and many families find this very difficult for various reasons, such as logistics and 

systemic barriers (Burke, Lee & Rios, 2019). Burke and colleague’s study reveals that many parents need 

to seek (and pay for) a trained special education advocate to help them understand the rights of their child 

and to secure services. Time and financial constraints would clearly have a negative impact on some 

families who need advocacy support. Families in which both parents work to meet the financial needs of 

the family might have neither the time nor the financial capacity to access either advocacy support or the 

actual support that would aid their child’s development.  

 A final and vital detail about the mother: she is not a trained musician. If we define music as 

“creative play with sound” as Brant and colleagues suggest (2012, p. 12), there is no need for a parent to 

be a professionally trained musician to engage in meaningful and enriching musical activities with their 

young children. This mother tapped on toy drums with the child, shook shakers, sang along to CDs, 

interpreted song lyrics with simple actions, and danced with the child to music. Quality children’s music 

CDs are widely available for free at public libraries, and there are resource centres in most reasonably 

sized towns where parents can borrow toys and instruments for free. Any parent can engage in the 

activities described, regardless of economic status or education, with perhaps a minimal amount of 

support and encouragement for those who may not be experienced with children or children’s music. 

Further, this work confirms what Byrn and Hourigan (2010) found in their case study of music 

interactions between mothers and infants: that music helps establish positive home environments, and 

mothers value sharing music with their young children; and they do not need to be musically trained.  

 Regardless of the fact that she did not have formal music training, this did not prevent the mother 

from initiating musical experiences for the child which clearly led to developmental progress. During data 

analysis, the process of writing analytic memos (Charmaz, 2014) evolved into a diagram that clarified the 

connections between her initiatives, the child’s response, and developmental growth patterns (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 Memo diagram 

This memo diagram depicts the mother at the heart of initiated musical experiences, heightening 

the importance of connection with a primary caregiver who is sensitive to the responses of the child. The 

child’s responses returned to the mother’s awareness and prompted further engagement with music, 

leading more and more complex experiences as the child’s interest and ability grew. With each interaction 

also came increases in joy for the child and the mother. The age-appropriate musical experiences offered 

the child entry-points to activities that allowed him to experience successful growth and affirmation of his 

interests, promoting joy. Observing the child’s enthusiastic engagement in these activities, and his 

growing curiosity and development gave the mother great joy. Given the stressors involved in raising a 

child with DS, this joy was a great gift for both parent and child. Musical interaction was possibly even a 

protective health factor, given music’s ability to reduce cortisol levels. 
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There is no doubt that raising a child with Down syndrome requires special levels of dedication 

and effort from caregivers, as we have seen in this study. As Yoder and colleagues (2015) aptly point out, 

a high frequency of treatment is absolutely necessary for optimal language development to occur. There 

were several key factors in the optimal development of the child in this study. Firstly he was under the 

care of a well-educated mother, who stayed home for an extended period of time, with no other children, 

who was able to give him her full attention, able to take him to therapy sessions, and was willing learn 

from the therapists. Secondly, he had a mother who enjoyed musical interactions like playing instruments 

and dancing to the music and figured out how to use sign language to support his early understanding of 

language by using gesture with songs.  Finally, the mother’s spontaneous creativity enriched the 

experience of songs in a number of ways, like personalized lullabies, cleanup songs and rhyming.  

The determination that helped her persist with the many activities she chose for her son was 

fundamentally fueled by maternal love. The developmental gains she witnessed over a relatively short 

period of time strengthened her belief in his capacity to learn. The process of researching and writing this 

study has strengthened her conviction that other young children with DS have the same capacity. Many 

others could benefit from the rich stimulation and motivational support that music provides when used in 

developmentally appropriate ways as suggested in this study. The conclusion will suggest 

recommendations for parents, practitioners and policy makers considering the exciting potential that an 

early life enriched with musical interactions offers not only children with DS but all children.  
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This concluding chapter begins by reviewing issues of rigour and emphasizing certain benefits of 

grounded theory (GT). Then there is a mention of some limitations. Following this is a discussion of ways 

that future research can improve on the rigour of this study.  The discussion about recommendations 

highlights several contexts where the results of this study could be of benefit. These include public policy, 

therapeutic settings, medical settings, early childhood education, and inclusive public-school settings. The 

recommendations discussion also introduces some recent advances in research literature that show that 

music and music therapy is gaining support in various settings. The study concludes with some personal 

reflections from the author about the process of conducting this story and hopes for the future of children 

with Down syndrome. 

Rigour  

 Given that this was a qualitative study and used only document analysis, it was non-experimental. 

There were no independent or dependent variables, no control group, and is not replicable; therefore, it 

cannot lay claims to causation. It did not compare data with other groups.  However, considering the rich 

detail provided through GT methods, the triangulation of data sources, and the links to other relevant 

research, a claim for the likelihood of music’s influence on this child’s development is feasible. Using 

Scott’s and Garner’s (2013) principles of the scientific method, this section will discuss what they evoke 

as qualitative research’s equivalent to “rules of evidence:” objectivity, generalizability, falsifiability, and 

reproducibility (p. 34).  

 This study’s objectivity was enhanced through the triangulation of data sources. Specifically, 

medical records and therapeutic assessments conducted by professionals using standardized measures 

were included to improve the objective certainty of claims made regarding the child’s development. 

Using photographs rendered the auto ethnographic writing more believable, a term Scott and Garner 

suggest is used by qualitative researchers when a substitute for objectivity is deemed necessary.  The 
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photographs support the study’s believability by making claims about the child’s behaviours and 

experiences visible to the reader. 

 Can this study be generalized to others with DS? The author clearly believes this to be the case. 

Will every child whose parents attempt to model their parenting using ideas from this study have the 

identical developmental outcomes as this study? Most certainly not, owing to the specific circumstances 

of the family and the mother’s significant role in the early years of the child’s life; but improvements to 

physical and linguistic outcomes seem likely. The results of this study are relevant to many people who 

work to support children with DS, and recommendations to the various groups of people involved are 

given below. 

 The question of falsifiability requires us to consider probabilistic models of behaviour (Scott & 

Garner, p. 36). Science suggests that executive functions (EF), the ability to control one’s thoughts and 

actions, are genetic in origin (Friedman, et al., 2008). Examining EF in detail was beyond the scope of 

this study, but EF is an important factor in adaptive behaviour (Costanzo et al., 2013), which is key to a 

child’s ability to function independently in an inclusive education setting. Some argue that children with 

DS exhibit a phenotypic (typical of all children with this genetic marker) decline of development 

compared to same-aged peers in communication, motor skills and adaptive behaviour over the first five 

years of life (Lemons, et al., 2017; Will et al., 2017). One weakness in cross-sectional studies such as 

Will’s (2017), is the lack of account for the variances in developmental supports and caregiver 

involvement for the participants included in the study. It is not the intent of the current author to discount 

such research, but to ask the scientific community to begin accounting for the variability of the early life 

home circumstances of the participants, with a focus on variability in primary caregiver involvement. 

Placing more emphasis on the plasticity of the young child’s brain, the connection between physical and 

language development, the value of musical interactions in various contexts in the early years, and the 

value of prolonged parental leaves has the potential to change the view of raising children with DS.  
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Reproducibility (Scott & Garner, 2013) of this study is limited because of the following: a) the 

mother’s education and SES, b) the fact that the participant had no siblings.  These conditions are not 

representative of all families, and further research with more participants including families with children 

who have siblings, and primary caregivers of other educational backgrounds, ethnicities and socio-

economic groups is warranted.  The reflexive analysis chapter highlighted the fact that the mother in this 

study is highly qualified to care for and educate young children. It could be of value to create an 

experimental study of perhaps a year that includes a parent-training program to teach the use of basic 

gestures to use along with songs, as this mother did, for parents of toddlers with DS with less experience 

with children and/or children’s music.  

 On the other hand, the mother’s educational qualifications lend credibility to the study.  Scott and 

Garner talk about truth as a “big onion” (2013, p. 382), and assert that the first layer of truth in a research 

study’s report is presence. This researcher was present for the duration of the child’s life, as a trained 

teacher of young children. In the research study, the autoethnographic narratives allowed her to report on 

things she saw, heard and experienced directly by writing about her experiences. Grounded theory 

allowed her to remove the personal attachment to the story and see her words in the same way as the 

words on the developmental evaluations or song lyrics: as data to be interpreted.   

 The uniqueness of this study lies in the author’s dual roles as parent and researcher. As a parent, it 

is clear she made every attempt to use her professional knowledge and skills to the benefit of the child. As 

a researcher, she has also used her academic knowledge and research skills to the benefit of the research 

community by sharing in great detail the ways she interacted with her son through music in his early 

years.  

Limitations 

 The researcher recognizes that the findings about the song lyrics are based on the family’s 

specific music collection, and is not necessarily representative of all children’s music, but were still useful 

in that they indicated certain trends that align with language development processes. Memos from the 
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song coding process indicate a recognition that an element missing from the data is the amount of time 

spent on the musical activities. Based on the author’s memory, a reasonable estimate would be that the 

child and mother spent at least an hour each day engaged with music in the home. Outside of this, an 

additional hour during the period between two and three years of age, to account for the time at the 

preschool. Add to this time spent at music classes and singing at the playground or listening to music in 

the car on the way to appointments and errands and listening to lullabies at bedtime. It’s likely that at 

minimum, twenty hours per week were spent engaged in various kinds of musical interaction, without 

feeling burdensome to the mother in any way. In fact, those twenty hours were peaceful, joyful hours. 

Recommendations 

In view of the intensity of caregiver support needed, at a governmental level the author suggests 

that the length of paid parenting leaves should be increased to three years for those whose children who 

have developmental disabilities. This could go a long way in promoting speech proficiency by giving a 

primary caregiver the means to be actively engaged in the early development of the child in ways 

indicated in this study. Secondly it could reduce the long-term costs of school-funded supports needed in 

the public education system if children could function more independently in the inclusive education 

setting.  

In Canada, access to professional early intervention support overall has improved in the last half 

century (Underwood, 2012), but music therapy is the domain of parents who actively seek it out and are 

willing and able to pay for it at their own expense. As Underwood and colleagues (2018) conclude, with 

Canada becoming a signatory to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD, 2006), 

and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC, 1989), there is an obligation to work towards 

universal access to early intervention and to inclusive education in the communities in which children 

live. High quality childcare is one of the most effective early interventions and has been linked to better 

child development outcomes and lower rates of special education use (Underwood, Frankel, Spalding & 

Brophy, 2018). This setting should include robust, developmentally appropriate music programming.  
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As a model to work from, Canada could look to Australia, where there seems to be a better 

understanding of the capacity of music to improve developmental trajectories. The ‘Sing and Grow’ 

program is an Australian state-funded music therapy program aimed at improving parent-child connection 

through shared music experiences in a non-stigmatized environment (Teggelove et al., 2019). In their 

study about Sing and Grow, Teggelove and colleagues concluded that music-based parenting programs 

can support parent’s sense of parenting competency and responsiveness to their child’s needs. They also 

found that the program improved the children’s emotional regulation, pro-social behaviours, and 

vocabulary-building for children with various early developmental needs. 

Changes are also needed in speech and occupational therapeutic settings. Pediatric care 

professionals need to recognize the benefits that early and frequent engagement in musical interactions 

can provide to a child’s global development. Faught et al.’s (2016) study of Speech Language 

Pathologists and the way they address phonological memory (PM) in children with DS shows less than 

20% of therapists use songs to expand PM or compensate for PM difficulties. Further, fewer than 10% are 

teaching caregivers to use music/gesture/sign with their children (ibid). This number needs to change 

dramatically. As seen in the therapeutic preschool setting in this study, music merits a consistent place in 

pediatric therapy settings. Giving music and song a valued place in these settings has the potential to 

improve language outcomes and physical development simultaneously. 

Placing music at the heart of infant parenting could be supported by doctors, nurses, or others 

involved in infant care encouraging parents to sing lullabies daily and providing access to culturally 

appropriate music should parents need support in learning some songs. We have seen that music reduces 

stress hormones and provides emotional comfort in early childhood. This mood-regulating effect 

continues to provide benefits into adolescence and even adulthood (Sloboda & O’Neill, 2001, cited in 

Flohr, 2005). It also provides rich linguistic input for the developing brain of the infant. In fact, the author 

just discovered while writing this chapter that there is a brand-new online resource developed by the 
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Canadian Pediatric Society (2021) that is intended to be shared with new parents, and includes the ideas 

recommended in this study.7   

Parent-training programs teaching the use of basic early sign-language need to be offered in 

community settings where parents and children already spend time together, to avoid adding further 

appointments to their schedule.  These should include signing gestures while singing songs, as well as 

modelling movement to songs involving actions that children can mimic. Parents could also be taught 

how to encourage the child to vocalize during singing by pausing at different places in songs and waiting 

for the child to fill in the word. The musical experiences encouraged should include play with simple 

instruments, such as parents tapping to the beat of a song while singing.  Assuming such trainings took 

place in playgroup settings for children and caregivers, playtime with toys should be included to help 

train parents in singing songs to support transitions from one activity to another, as well as singing to 

support task-completion during tidy-up time. Designing and implementing such parent training requires 

that teachers and therapists recognize the multi-faceted nature of language learning, and the related 

importance of physical development, sensory input and motivation, as seen throughout this study.   

 In the Canadian inclusive public education setting, kindergarten and first grade teachers could 

also provide benefits to their student’s literacy outcomes using musical interactions in the classroom. 

While it was not the focus of this study, there is a growing body of research on the benefits of music to 

early literacy for all children, including those with others risk factors for poor literacy outcomes such as 

low SES and refugee ELL students (Bhide et al., 2013; Iwasaki, 2013; Kraus et al., 2014; Patscheke et al., 

2016). The Canadian Children’s Literacy Foundation recently developed a program called ‘Early Words’ 

that is intended to connect key professionals with resources to support families in getting their children 

off to a good start. Their website includes research evidence regarding how singing helps with the reading 

journey.8 Music clearly needs a more central place in the lives of young children.  

 
7 https://www.caringforkids.cps.ca/handouts/pregnancy-and-babies/read_speak_sing_to_your_baby 
8 www.childrensliteracy.ca/Programs/Early-Words/Research-Evidence 
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Professionals who work in pediatric medical, therapeutic and inclusive educational settings base 

their decisions on scientific evidence. Thus, the need for further studies on the benefits of music 

interactions for children with DS are urgently needed. Longitudinal studies are optimal, though not often 

feasible. However, as we have seen through this study, using qualitative research methods can be one way 

to overcome the prohibitive cost of longitudinal studies. 

 One suggestion for extending this research in future qualitative studies is to interview multiple 

families of children with DS who have developed a high level of spoken vocabulary (relatively close to 

typically developing same-aged peers). Interview questions could focus on ideas found in the themes 

from this study: (i) Did the primary caregiver(s) sing lullabies to the child as an infant? (ii) Did the family 

sing along to children’s music in the toddler period at home? (iii) If so, how did they interact with the 

songs? With dancing? Actions? Instruments? Gestures? (iv) How frequently did this occur? (v) Did the 

family seek out musical activities outside the home (such as parent-tot music classes)? (vi) Did the family 

listen to music in the car? How often? (vii) Did any of their child’s therapists incorporate music in 

therapeutic settings? Did they encourage music interactions at home?  (viii) If the child attended a daycare 

or preschool, are the parents aware of the use of music and song within that setting?  

Concluding remarks – A personal reflection  

“I feel as though my son would not have thrived without music.  
 

And I feel as though I could not have survived without music.”  

 It was during coursework in the first year of master’s studies that I began to realize how well my 

son was able to communicate in comparison to the majority of other children with Down syndrome (as 

they are represented in the body of academic literature that I was going through at that time). The initial 

impetus for my graduate work was a desire to help close the reading gap in children with developmental 

disabilities. It was not long before I realized that behind the phonological awareness issues I continued to 

read about was a question about whether or not weak oral language ability accounted for the lack of 

phonological awareness (PA) that was apparent in children with DS in the literature. My original research 
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proposal involved an intervention study to test if an intensive music program such as the one discussed in 

Bhide and colleagues’ study (2013) on dyslexic children would improve PA and early reading skills in 

school-aged children with DS. Unfortunately, the COVID pandemic prevented access to child participants 

for intervention studies in school settings. Eventually I came to realize the potential value of sharing the 

story of my own son’s development.   

 My thought, inspired by Ellis (2004) that “I want to write about my son’s incredible language 

development as an autoethnography” became a much more complex process when I decided to include 

various other sources of data for triangulation purposes. I wanted to improve the validity of the study, but 

it meant figuring out what would be the best way to analyze the disparate data sources I had chosen. 

Grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014) provided the means to integrate information from the various sources 

in a meaningful way. Anonymizing the data meant giving my son a pseudonym. This was necessary to 

reduce ethical concerns, but at first felt like a blow to the ego of myself as a parent. However, that process 

eventually helped me see and honour myself as an academic researcher, and not only as a proud parent.  

 Analyzing the data meant first deconstructing my/our story through coding.  Examining the 

codes, categories, and themes, asking probing questions, and sketching ideas felt similar to the way one 

works with blocks of fabric when designing a quilt. “How do these pieces fit best together?” “What is 

going on here?” “What is the best way to arrange this so other can make sense of it?”  Reassembling the 

story as a thesis was akin to stitching the thematic blocks together with threads of theoretical frameworks 

and other research. The finished quilt always has imperfections that represent the level of training and 

experience of the quilter. This thesis surely contains such imperfections as well. The intent was to share a 

richly detailed look at the many ways that my son benefitted from the power of music and song. If I have 

accomplished this while contributing in a meaningful way to the research body on language development 

in DS, then I consider it worth the effort and the exposure of any imperfections.  

 I hope the findings from this study, and other writing that follows from it, will inspire those 

supporting the development of children with DS to consider a few things, given the fact that it does take 
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more effort than typical children to reach goals.  The messages I would like to leave readers with are 

these:  

1. Believe that children with DS are capable of learning and strive to find ways to make therapy and 

learning enjoyable and engaging, rather than clinical and tedious. This can make a world of 

difference to how parents respond to take-home suggestions for practice. 

2.  Embrace the use of music in the home, in hospital care settings, in speech and physical therapy 

settings, in inclusive early childhood settings, and in public education classrooms. Music has the 

potential to improve multiple areas of development.  

3. Musical interactions in the early years should not be seen as “fun things to do as a break from 

learning” but considered essential learning tools, alongside other tools such as reading aloud and 

creative play.  

It is my intent to continue to teach and to write. Wherever I teach, music will certainly be a part of the 

daily routine. When I write, it could be a more complete autoethnographic novel about raising my son, or 

it could also be a handbook of musical practices for parents and practitioners working with children who 

have DS.   

 My son is now eight years old, and aware that I have been writing a ‘big book about him and how 

he learned to talk so well.’ I think at this point, while he is feeling proud of this fact, he is also annoyed 

with how much time it took and looking forward to more of my attention. To bring us full circle in the 

narrative, I will share that nowadays, even after over a year and a half of life in a pandemic, he is now the 

one singing to me in the car. He has moved on from Raffi to songs from popular animated movies, and he  

does not always want me to sing along with him anymore.  He is going solo, and I could not be prouder. I 

wish this level of language ability for all children born with DS. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 ‘Saga of the Reports’ 

Looking back on the experience of early childhood with my son and remembering all the 

challenges and hardships, I can say now that the silver lining was being able to be his full-time parent 

until he was 4 years old. The moment we learned that he has Down syndrome, I knew in the depth of my 

heart that I would do everything I could do give him the best life possible.  It was not always easy, there 

were times I wanted to give up. Some parents might have decided to work extra hard at their jobs to 

ensure a financial legacy would be available to support their child’s long-term needs, or to pay for the 

best specialists.  At the time he was born I didn’t have a career that would enable me to choose that route. 

This gave me no other choice than to make the best of what I had: a caring heart and experience with 

young children. After all, I was the eldest daughter and had helped my mother raise my younger sisters, 

and I had worked with young children in camps and preschool settings.  

 Inner voices of fear spoke to me in moments of solitude and exhaustion, which were rather 

frequent in the early months of his life.  I was afraid he would never be able to breathe properly, or his 

heart would always be weak. I worried he might not develop the ability to walk, or talk, or feed himself, 

or go to the toilet on his own. I worried I wouldn’t be strong enough to bear those things, that I would 

simply implode if too many problems arose. I worried he would grow up and not have friends or be 

bullied because he’s different. I dreaded the idea that he might not finish high school, and end up doing 

some dull, repetitive job for pennies a day, like stuffing envelopes or picking up garbage in local parks. 

 But every time I held this precious little baby in my arms and looked into his beautiful, sparkling 

eyes, I felt his success was in my hands. I was determined to support him every step of the way, no matter 

what that required.  So, I accepted the books and pamphlets, the medical and intervention records that 

were handed to me from the very beginning of his life, and instead of shelving them, I actually read them, 
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and applied what I read to the best of my ability. Some of the records I wish I had resisted reading. 

Looking over them again now, as I endeavor to share the story of our early life to tease out what possibly 

influenced Tommy’s remarkable development, I see again the things written about him, and the way they 

made me feel at the time.  My heart floods with the same anguish and concern. Though now a certain 

pride and gratitude reside alongside that anguish, because at eight years old, he has already grown into a 

remarkably bright, capable, funny, strong, loving young boy.  

 The documents I collected over the years (not knowing why, really) are divided into Canadian 

and American sections, reminding me of our personal challenges. The first year my husband and I were 

newlyweds, and he had just immigrated to Canada from Japan. We were living in employment limbo in 

the home of my family in a remote rural community of about twelve thousand people.  My husband had 

accepted a post at a Buddhist church in the southern U.S., and we had spent time during my pregnancy 

visiting the church and then filling out U.S. immigration applications. We had expected to move there 

shortly after the baby’s birth, but Tommy’s health issues forced us to put a hold on those plans, leaving 

my husband unemployed for an extended period.  By the time Tommy was almost a year old we felt that 

his health was stable enough to make the move to the U.S. and we decided to make the move. The church 

had a home for us to live in right behind the church, and it seemed we would qualify for state medical 

insurance.  I secretly hoped that the warmer weather meant there would be fewer flu bugs around to 

contend with. This proved not to be the case, and the U.S. medical visit records remind me achingly of 

this.   

 Perhaps it was the busy work of emigration process, coupled with the intense work of parenting a 

young child with a disability, and the feeling of being a foreigner; but about two and a half years later it 

became painfully clear that Tommy’s father and I were not a suitable fit as a couple.  I returned to Canada 

with Tommy. With each of these transitions, to the U.S. and then back to Canada, came periods of 

loneliness and isolation, and the work of re-building community and a sense of belonging. These 
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transitions also came with the need to seek the required services for Tommy and adjusting to the new 

doctors and therapists, and their approaches to Tommy’s development.  

* * * * 

 In the very first month of Tommy’s life, it was heart conditions that kept him in hospital; his heart 

was unable to pump sufficient blood through his lungs to saturate it with oxygen.  He tired easily and had 

difficulty breathing. Three weeks after his birth he was finally diagnosed with an urgent heart condition 

that needed immediate repair. We were transferred between three different hospitals in three different 

towns over the course of those early months. The first in our hometown, the second a hundred kilometres 

away, and then to a special children’s hospital in the next major city, a hundred and fifty kilometres 

further still. We stayed in a hotel, a cottage, and the Ronald McDonald house9 over that time. It was a 

whirlwind of change, worry and winter conditions that made each transition even more worrisome. Each 

transfer (there were four) generated discharge reports, and each report contained a detailed summary of 

the conditions of the pregnancy, the birth and the concerns and treatments to that point.  

 When we finally made it back to my family’s house, the home became somewhat of a neonatal 

recovery centre. For some time, he needed pain medication around the clock at different intervals than his 

heart and thyroid medications; and he was feeding through a naso-gastric (NG) tube every three hours. I 

was pumping breast milk as well, and all the supplies needed regular sterilizing. We literally worked 

around the clock to keep this child alive.  As he stabilized and recovered from the heart surgery, and 

started to gain weight, I was determined to get him nursing, so we had visits with lactation consultants 

and feeding specialists, who also generated reports. Every report began with a summary of the pregnancy 

and the conditions of the birth, then a summary of the hospital stay and the surgery, and his diagnosis. So, 

we endured the visits, and later when it was quiet and everyone was sleeping, I read the reports and wept, 

always wondering what the future would hold. But there are also stories the reports do not tell, and I will 

share one such story now. 

 
9 A charitable residence for out-of-town parents with children in hospital. It included private hotel-style 
accommodation with a large communal kitchen and lounge areas for families to rest and socialize together. 
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 After weeks and weeks of ups and downs following the return home after his first heart surgery 

and worries about him not being able to co-ordinate breathing and sucking efficiently enough, or choking 

on my milk, or getting tired too quickly from the effort of nursing and thus not gaining adequate weight, 

Tommy started to have some success.  In early spring, shortly after Tommy started nursing more 

efficiently on a consistent basis he was also beginning to cry and scream and resist the times when we fed 

him by tube.  Around this time, we had to take a long drive back to the children’s hospital to meet with 

the pediatric cardiologist for a checkup to determine the date of his next surgery.  This appointment 

brought us face to face with a bleak, pessimistic opinion about our son’s future.  When I told the 

cardiologist that Tommy was nursing independently and I was optimistic that we could soon let him nurse 

exclusively, she promptly tried to put a damper on that idea.  With a tone of extreme authority, she 

announced: “These kids never learn to eat by mouth. In fact, I was about to discuss with you the need to 

insert a feeding tube directly to his stomach during his next heart surgery this summer.” My heart sank. 

She refused to observe him nursing to check his blood oxygen levels, and dismissed me as a fanatic 

mother, full of wishful thinking. I wanted a second opinion and asked for a referral to a specialist in ear, 

nose and throat issues (ENT) to investigate why Tommy would be crying and screaming during his tube 

feeds. I suspected that stomach acid may be leaking upwards to his throat and causing pain due to the tube 

being constantly in place.  A week later, the ENT confirmed that due to the NG tube, Tommy was 

suffering from acid reflux. He suggested taking the tube out, nursing Tommy exclusively for a couple of 

weeks, and seeing if he continues to gain weight adequately; if he did, there was no longer a need to be 

tube feeding. And thus, at four months of age, we reached a triumphant success, despite the haughty, text-

book information given to us through the cardiologist, who refused to see my son as anything more than a 

textbook case of an infant with Down syndrome who has cardiac issues. It astounded me how dismissive 

she was, and I am still left wondering how many other children with less assertive parents have ended up 

with stomach feeding tubes and missing out on the possibility of eating food the way most of us do, by 

mouth. 
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Figure 13 Baby with NG tube 

 

Figure 14 Baby free of feeding tube 

* * * * 

 The seasons that followed felt much more relaxed, as I nursed Tommy in a natural way when he 

showed signs of hunger, rather than by the clock through a tube. We attended occupational therapy 

appointments where I learned how to support his physical development by encouraging certain 

movements and avoiding others, like not letting him do the splits because it could make his hips weaker. 

Again, even if the therapists were pleased with his progress, the visit reports reminded us of his (already) 

delayed development. A dichotomous mental conversation began in my mind between letting go of 

standard developmental expectations for my son and accepting that he would have his own rhythm or 

doing everything in my power to help him develop as close to normal as possible. This word normal 
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started to sting like a thorn in my mind. I decided to take the “both, and” perspective: I would both accept 

his diagnosis and do everything I could to help him be the best version of himself possible. Since I was 

able to be home with him full time, I chose to spend as much time as I could supporting him by actively 

observing and participating in his therapy sessions and asking the professionals what I could do at home 

to help him even more.  We had no other children, so it was possible for me to give him a lot of attention. 

* * * * 

 The following spring, after Tommy turned one, we were busy preparing to move to the U.S. as a 

family, where Tommy’s dad would take up the ministry of a Buddhist church. Before we left, both the 

speech therapist and the occupational therapist provided us with detailed summary reports several pages 

in length, along with at least thirty to forty photocopied pages of suggested therapeutic activities to 

support Tommy’s continued progress. He was already five months behind typical children’s development 

in locomotor skills like crawling and standing. He was fourteen months old, but his language 

understanding was said to be around the level of a nine- to twelve-month-old, and his use of sounds and 

words was said to be equivalent to only a six- to nine-month-old. I can remember wondering what on 

earth we could be doing better to help him progress, and the constant struggle to accept that his progress 

would be slower than other children. There were also ongoing inner struggles in my mind about not 

blaming myself for his challenges. I wanted to read everything, to do everything, but at that moment the 

stack of recommendations had to wait.  We were busy packing, but the papers got packed, and came to 

the U.S. with us.  

 This move was an enormous change for us as a family to say the least. We no longer had the 

support of my family nearby, and my husband was suddenly extremely busy and preoccupied with work. 

Of course, the first half year or more was also a long series of lineups in various offices applying for 

different things such as social security numbers, driver’s licenses, bank accounts and on and on. And with 

us was always little Tommy, who was now eating solid food by mouth! I felt like I was constantly 
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packing a bag with diapers, snacks, drinks, and an endless supply of toys to entertain him with while we 

waited in lines and met with official people usually sitting or standing behind a desk at a kiosk.  

 We were told, because of Tommt’s dad’s profession not being a highly paid one, that we qualified 

for free state health insurance. This was an enormous relief because the out-of-pocket cost for private 

health insurance was astronomical. Promptly after arrival to the U.S. we needed to request access to 

pediatrician and get a referral for cardiology. This was another whole set of forms and appointments and 

reports the reminded me that Tommy was smaller than other kids and weighed less than normal. The 

pediatrician referred us to an eye doctor and an ear doctor for vision and hearing tests. I was glad again, 

for their diligence, and grateful for the state funding that allowed us to do these things and still be able to 

afford groceries and clothing. But all these appointments meant more days with lost play time, spent in 

waiting rooms and offices, trying to make the best of it, trying to turn it all into an adventure.  

 Fortunately, we had also figured out how to access special therapy services through government 

funded programming.  This meant intake meetings, assessments, and reviews of his past records. I tried to 

be brave and feel proud of how Tommy was developing, but every one of those meetings, and the reports 

they generated, meant more reminders of his delayed development and his special needs.  

 Special needs. Oh Lord, we had become a special needs family. Now I felt like I understood that 

term firsthand. I had become the parent whose job in life is to find out where to get the help needed for 

the child to learn to walk, to feed himself, and to talk. The parent who filled out the endless forms, 

endured the assessment sessions where he never seemed willing to show all that he is capable of.  I 

wrestled in my mind between feelings of grief when he was judged as needing the ongoing support, and 

gratefulness that the supports are available in this day and age. After all, it was not too long ago in history 

when children with Down syndrome were institutionalized at birth, deemed incapable of learning. I was 

ashamed when I found myself wishing that he was more normal and didn’t need all this help that took so 

much time and energy and commitment. Special needs indeed.  
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 It seems remarkable, looking at the records again, that just two months after we left Canada with 

those fourteen-month reports from the speech therapist, a special services intake evaluation showed that 

T’s language levels were now only a couple of months behind. Was it that his mood was better that day, 

and he was willing to produce more sounds, or had he in fact made some enormous developmental leap in 

those two months? Most remarkably, they somehow assessed his cognitive abilities, and scored him at a 

fourteen month equivalent.  This intake meeting and report felt more optimistic and renewed my faith in 

myself and my ability to parent Tommy in ways that were truly supporting his development.   

 The staff at this regional support centre were incredibly kind and helpful. The centre itself was 

stocked with a library of toys to support development that could be borrowed for free, movie DVDs for 

children and parents, and music CDs. They hosted regular parent and tot play periods, movement classes, 

speech groups, and parenting workshops about various early childhood challenges for children with 

various unique needs. They also referred us to the public libraries, where story times and other free events 

for children were held regularly. These places became our wider community, but we were now in a large 

urban centre, and it took some time before we made any meaningful connections with people who we 

could eventually call friends.  

      * * * * 

 Then there were the illnesses of childhood. The first time we needed urgent medical care in the 

US was when T contracted hand, foot and mouth disease at the park, giving him fever and a huge rash 

everywhere. This took several weeks to heal over, much longer than typical kids. Then came ear 

infections, and every little cold or flu seemed to turn into an upper respiratory infection with fever and all. 

For the first year or more in the U.S., it felt like every month or two we were back in the clinic with a 

fever, followed by a course of antibiotics, days and days of lonely lethargy at home, boxes of tissues and 

more nasal mucous than one can ever imagine a small human producing. A few of those respiratory 

infections turned quickly into pneumonia; these were terrifying days when his breathing would be so 

quick, and his little heart beating so fast it almost seemed it might jump right out of his chest.  Luckily, I 
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always caught these signs quickly, and he never needed hospitalization, but there was always the worry 

that each episode weakens his system a little more. And sure enough, after every visit we were sent home 

with a printed visit report, always including the laundry list of his conditions at the top, reminding me of 

his forever status of special needs.  

* * * * 

 As Tommy approached two years of age, I discovered that there were therapeutic preschool 

programs in our region; places where toddlers with diagnosed developmental delays could go to receive 

therapies in a play-based environment with other children. Given our need for social connection, I 

decided to investigate this idea despite the inconvenience of the location. The first one we tried was very 

rigid in their programming, and the parents were expected to be right next to their child the entire time. It 

simply wasn’t fun, I personally found it difficult to endure, and left each session rather exhausted and 

exasperated.  Exercising my power of choice, investigated another, which was further away, but turned 

out to be better than anything I could have imagined. That experience is described in another chapter, but 

naturally, therapy came with assessments, and assessments came with reports. This therapeutic program 

was geared to children between the age of two and three, as preparation for publicly funded inclusive 

preschool programs.  

 Eight months after he started at the therapeutic preschool, a report indicates his language and 

cognition skills were making enormous gains, approaching the age-appropriate range. His physical skills 

were a bit slower; he was still eight to ten months delayed in gross and fine motor skills.  This is the kind 

of information that is found with a quick glance at a simple chart in the record that shows these 

developmental comparisons. The rest of the report consists of twelve single-spaced typed pages of notes 

detailing Tommy’s many strengths, the areas of concern, and recommendations to support his continued 

development. As a parent, I knew what he was capable of at home, and the easiest way to read the reports 

was to glance at those charts. But the word ‘delay’ carries a burden that weighs on a parent after some 

time. 
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 At the age of three, children with special needs in this part of the U.S. usually undergo a 

psychological evaluation as a part of the process of creating an IEP (Individualized Education Plan). This 

is done to support their inclusion in publicly funded schools with the necessary supports such as ongoing 

speech and occupational therapy. During this period, he concluded his time with the therapeutic 

preschool, and had discharge assessments there. Then he underwent more assessments conducted by the 

school team for the IEP.  We attended transition meetings, and visits to the public preschool in our 

neighbourhood and filled out a lot of paper forms. All of this was exceedingly tiring, stressful and 

worrisome.  Yet looking at his progress subjectively, we felt proud and happy as parents. Even the 

objective, clinical reports showed some of his skills were within the normal range. The school assessment 

team marveled at Tommy’s development, how he was walking and running with confidence, climbing 

stairs, holding crayons and making marks with them, taking off his own clothing independently, and 

using the toilet. His fine motor skills appeared delayed, as per the report comments, but were adequate for 

safely navigating and engaging in the typical preschool environment, with some support.  

 Near the end of the assessment meeting, several clinicians told me how lucky Tommy is to have 

such an involved mother. I was stunned and amazed to see that his functional and pre-academic skills 

were assessed as within normal limits, as were his adaptive (self-help) and social emotional skills. 

Remarkably, the results of preschool language scales testing show he was then in the average range, 

compared to same aged peers.  He was able to understand various verbs, spatial concepts such as in, on, 

off, out of, in front of, and behind without the support of gestural cues. He followed commands without 

gestural cues.  He could understand the use of common objects, engaged in pretend play, and was able to 

answer comprehension questions when told a short story. He was still only speaking in 1–2-word 

utterances with strangers, but he was clearly understanding everything going on around him. 

 The report concluded that he did not have any cognitive impairments at the time, which amazed 

me, because that is the hallmark of children with Down syndrome. They were the professionals, could this 

be true? How is this possible? I knew that Tommy seemed bright, and I knew he understood most of what 
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I said to him.  This assessment confirmed that my efforts had not been in vain.  I continued to put in as 

much effort as I could…we read books together and talked about ideas from the pages we were reading, 

and we sang lots of songs. We watched decent television programming together, where the language was 

clear and the visuals were not overstimulating - and I talked to him during the shows, making connections 

with our life, asking if he understood things, explaining certain words or phrases, and pointing out things 

that were funny and unusual.  Eventually, I thought, enough input and repetition will pave the way. And it 

did, much earlier than I had expected.  

* * * * 

 Once Tommy entered the public preschool program, there seemed to be less reports, and this was 

a relief. I started thinking about getting back to work myself, and was considering working with preschool 

children, as I found this period of development to be so full of potential, and I seemed to enjoy the 

interactions of this age and stage. Besides, I had already done some training in the Montessori preschool 

method, and while I didn’t want to return to that for various reasons, there was a lot about that approach 

that still appealed to me, and I could apply in any preschool setting.  

 Alas, the marriage was not going to endure the test of time. By the autumn when Tommy was still 

three, I was back in Canada with him, at my parent’s place, trying to get my feet back on the ground.  The 

next half year was trying as I did my best to provide Tommy with stimulation and positivity and love 

while I myself recovered from the pain of the breakup. Music helped a lot during that time, to fend off 

tears, and get us moving and grooving during cold winter days.  Later that spring, after Tommy turned 

four, we found ourselves in a new town a few hundred kilometres away from my family, where I began a 

teacher education program. Tommy ended up in a daycare program at the YMCA while I was in class, 

and eventually we enrolled him in a kindergarten.  

 By the time he was five years old, his first report cards attest to his social nature, his curiosity, 

and his interest in learning to read and participate fully in the kindergarten classroom. They also attest to 

his ability to speak in full sentences. Somewhere in that last year and a half, when I didn’t have time to be 
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overly concerned about the reports, he acquired an incredibly rich spoken vocabulary, and started using it 

with people other than me.  He still had a school-based speech therapist that would visit him at the school, 

but now they were mainly working on specific speech sounds that T was still struggling to pronounce, in 

particular the letter L.  This report card came right before the Christmas holidays. In that first 

kindergarten progress report, his teacher says that Tommy explained how he was using an imaginary hose 

“to put out the fire” (Tommy’s words). She also reports that during a visit with a baby in the classroom as 

part of a Roots of Empathy program, Tommy contributed to the class conversation by saying “Mommies 

help babies when they are sick!”  But the L? That wouldn’t be a problem for long, as we would soon be 

singing Deck the halls with boughs of holly, fa la la la, la la la la repeatedly over the Christmas break. 

Christmas songs had been a part of our daily life for almost 3 years at this point, but that is another story. 
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Appendix 2 ‘In the NICU’ 

Deep winter. Late-stage pregnancy. Lots of ice and snow. No work. Not much social life. Waiting 

for baby. We had acquired all the necessary things: baby clothes, diapers, change-table, baby tub, wash 

clothes, bassinet, receiving blankets, stroller, car seat, nursing bras and nursing shirts, a couple of lullaby 

CDs, and the list goes on. Everything was neatly organized and ready for the arrival of the little one. 

 Then one morning, a week before the due date, over breakfast, a contraction with a new kind of 

intensity hit. Then a few minutes later, another one. We started timing, and within an hour, called the 

midwife. This was probably going to be the big day.  

 Twenty-four hours later, after a long labour, fully dilated, baby crowning; an ambulance ride in 

the dark, frigid, snowy February night through late-stage contractions, then an emergency c-section, I am 

shaking and shivering from the sedatives wearing off, strapped to the hospital bed, barely able to open my 

eyes, when the doctor comes with my baby wrapped in a blanket for me to give him a parting kiss.  I’m 

told I need to stay put to recover, but baby Tommy needs emergency care that they cannot provide at this 

rural hospital. His oxygen levels are low, he’s struggling to breathe.  I have no strength to even formulate 

questions. I manage to mutter to my husband insisting that he should go along with the baby. One of us 

should be near him.  

 I wake up some time later, no idea how long. I haven’t even held my baby yet, and now they’ve 

taken him away. Why didn’t they take me too? Shouldn’t mom and baby be kept together if at all 

possible? Why didn’t they just slide my bed into the ambulance with him? Surely there’s a better solution 

than leaving me behind? He’ll need my milk. How am I to nurse him from a hundred kilometres away? 

What’s wrong with him? Why can’t I move? This is not how birth was supposed to be. Tommy was 

supposed to be born at home, we should be snuggling in our family bed together, I should be nursing him 

and eating the chocolate cake I made during early labour yesterday. Did I finish icing the cake? I don’t 
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think so. Why can’t I remember anything about yesterday except that we watched Bill Cosby videos to try 

and make me laugh? 

 My son is in the NICU a hundred kilometres away. It’s February. There is a snowstorm coming. I 

need to get there somehow. We need to be together. My baby needs my milk. What is he being fed? Is he 

breathing? Is he alive? I manage to reach a nurse and get a phone call through to my husband. Tommy is 

on a heart monitor, an oxygen mask called CPAP, and he’s in an isolette. He’s vulnerable, and his dad is 

only able to touch his head and feet for a few minutes at a time. My baby needs my touch, my smell, my 

voice. 

 They will not let me leave. I cannot walk yet, apparently. Certainly not with a catheter. I beg and 

plead for them to take it out so I can try to walk to the bathroom, but to no avail. My physical body is 

numb from painkillers, and physically, I am blissfully unaware that my mid-section has been sliced open 

and sewn back shut. The nurses finally convince me that I need to rest so that the wound can heal before I 

try to walk.  

 Family comes, bringing me homemade food to eat and small gifts to try and cheer me. A midwife 

comes and shows me how to massage my breasts to help stimulate milk let-down, as I am determined to 

let my baby breastfeed, even by a dropper if need be.  

 The doctor comes in to check on me. He says my vitals are fine, and that I need rest. I beg to be 

transferred to the hospital where Tommy is, surely there is something wrong with separating a mother and 

a baby, when they should be bonding in the first days after birth?  But this is not allowed. Rules state I 

must recover where I underwent the surgery. The baby needs care that they cannot provide here. He 

reasserts that the baby is not breathing well on his own, and they are worried about a genetic issue, but he 

doesn’t say anything more specific. And I don’t ask. Maybe it’s his condescending tone that makes me 

prefer to speak with the nurses. But then he asks about my husband: he’s Japanese, right? Yes, I respond. 

(Why is he asking me this?). Is he Buddhist? (He’s looking at the lotus candleholder my sister brought me 
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now). Yes, I reply. (Why is he asking this?). Are you Buddhist as well? Yes, I guess I consider myself a 

Buddhist. Well, he says, at least you’re the right religion. I’m exhausted, and confused, and rather stunned 

by the turn in conversation. He leaves with no further comments. 

* * * * 

 Two days later my husband comes to get me, after I managed to show the nurses that I was strong 

enough to be discharged by taking a shower on my own.  I have even managed to hand-express a few 

millilitres of breast milk. A special lactation nurse had come and taught me how to do self-massage to 

stimulate the milk let-down. I feel like I am in a strange dream, and my actions feel automatic. I am not in 

control of what is happening, and nothing is familiar. 

 My baby is in the neonatal intensive care unit. He is jaundiced, and having trouble breathing, so 

he is under special lights in a clear plastic box, hooked up to a CPAP breathing tube, which looks so huge 

on his tiny little face. He is also wearing heart monitors and an IV (intra-venous). It is a shockingly 

different first glimpse of my son than I had envisioned. I am in shock, but convinced that this is a passing 

issue, caused by a prolonged childbirth experience, and we will all be home in a few days.  The doctors 

do not really seem to know why his oxygen levels cannot stay normal on their own.  

 We move through the days in a surreal state of worry and uncertainty. Friends call and send text 

messages to see how we are doing, and I have no words to explain what I am feeling or what is 

happening.  A social worker checks in with us, the pediatrician and the midwife drop in for a visit. I pump 

milk, label it, sanitize the equipment, change diapers, eat food, and try to hold my son and hum and sing 

gently to him as much as possible. This last task is not easy, not only because of the tubes and wires 

attached to his tiny body, but also because of the bustle of nurses and doctors coming and going, 

machines beeping and other people visiting the three other newborn babies in the room. When we cannot 

be with him, I sometimes leave a device with lullabies playing, and a cloth that has been held close to my 

breast, hoping the smell of his mom will bring him comfort, and the songs will soothe his wee mind. 
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 The evenings are especially hard, when we must leave the hospital for the night. I stand beside his 

bassinet before we leave, and gently sing a few lullabies: The Lion Sleeps Tonight, Twinkle Twinkle 

Little Star, Hush Little Baby, you are my Sunshine. I pray he can hear me, and that my voice is helping 

him feel loved. All night I pray for his breathing to normalize, for his heart to hold on and keep strong. I 

set alarms to awake in the night and pump milk for him. With the help of the electric pump, it is getting 

easier and quicker. I put my feet up and listen to some calming music to help me relax. I light a candle 

and hold on to hope.  

 The vocabulary of our days is filled with medical terminology: O2 saturations, thyroid levels, 

genetic testing, echocardiogram…none of this makes any sense, I had had a normal, healthy pregnancy. 

Why wasn’t my baby fine? 

 About a week after his birth, the pediatrician asks me and my husband to come to a private room 

for a chat. The midwife and the social worker are there as well. This is the first time I understand why 

genetic testing was mentioned. They were here to tell me that our son has Down syndrome.  

 It does not matter to me, I decide instantly. I am surprised, and maybe a little disappointed that I 

don’t have a ‘normal’ child, but I am his mom, and I have loved him already since the day he was 

conceived. The implications of this announcement would take time to understand, but they do not change 

anything about how I am caring for him. I continue with the holding, the milk pumping, the singing, all of 

it. He is a beautiful little human being who deserves as much love and care as any other, and that is how it 

will be with me. 
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Appendix 3 ‘Music in the Home’ 

For the first half year of Tommy’s life, concerns with his heart and breastfeeding predominated. 

The language that we were forced to adopt was one of medical terminology. Cloth diapers were out. 

Survival meant keeping things as simple as possible. We were surrounded by syringes, ng (naso-gastric) 

tubes, feeding bags, a stethoscope, and the like. Appointments with Cardiology, Pediatrics, Feeding 

Specialists, Occupational Therapy, a social worker, and on and on. And the baby was medically fragile, 

meaning we had to protect him from flus, and cigarette smoke and germs in general. On February 4th my 

contractions started. We didn’t come home until Good Friday in early April with the baby. The 

exhaustion of the appointments, plus tracking doses of medicine, tube-feedings every three hours, 

pumping and storing breastmilk around the clock to ensure continued supply meant that even taking a 

shower felt like a luxury that had to be carefully planned.  

 There were certainly moments when I got angry about the unfairness of it. There were moments 

when my breasts ached, milk sprayed everywhere, the baby was crying and I did not know how to soothe 

him, and I wanted to give him away. When I thought about the dismal life on the periphery of society that 

was possible for people with Down syndrome, I wanted to drown myself and him in the lake to spare us 

both years of agony. But eventually, my heart would soften, the rage would subside. Someone would 

bring me food, or let me rest, and then Tommy would smile or coo, or bob his head around on my chest, 

seeking the breast, and it felt as though all the love that ever existed on earth came through me, and I was 

filled with compassion and love again. If he was having a tube feed snuggled in my arms, I would slip a 

soother in his mouth, and he would suck happily on it. Nobody told me to do this, but it felt instinctive to 

have him sucking while his belly was filling with food, just as would happen if he was feeding at the 

breast. I continued singing lullabies at times when I wanted him to fall asleep while feeding, as this also 

helped me to calm down if I was feeling anxious (which was often the case). Generally, the more I 

calmed down, the more Tommy calmed down. Of course, not always, sometimes he was gassy and 

uncomfortable and nothing but time for digesting would help. The singing at least helped pass the time 
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and knowing how many songs I had sung helped me keep track of how much time had passed in the 

process of bedtime.  

 When summer nights came, the windows were open, and the lullabies would be accompanied by 

the evening song of birds, bidding adieu to the day. This ritual of singing before falling asleep connected 

me to the rhythm of nature in this way, and even now, writing when Tommy is eight years old, he still 

wants me to sing him his favourite lullaby before bed. I’ve been singing this one, and only this one, every 

night for many years now. When he was under two years old, I would sing three or four songs while he 

breastfed to sleep. After the age of three, a couple of songs. But at some point, this song, a variation of 

Hush Little Baby that I created during the first year or so of his life because the real lyrics did not 

resonate with me, has been “our bedtime song.” This is my signature birdsong that marks the celebration 

of the end of the day: 

Hush little Tommy, don’t say a word, 
Mama’s gonna buy you a mockingbird. 
 
If that mockingbird won’t sing, 
Mama’s gonna buy you a backyard swing. 
 
If that swing goes much too high, 
Mama’s gonna make us a pumpkin pie. 
 
If that pie is much too sweet, 
We can take a walk along the street. 
 
While we walk, we’ll see some cars, 
Some from near, and some from far. 
 
With a little bit of luck 
We might see a garbage truck. 
 
Way up high in the big blue sky, 
We can see an airplane flying by. 
 
When we’re done watching things go by, 
We can play at the park for a while. 
 
At the park, we’ll climb up the slide, 
Coming down is such a lovely ride. 
 
Mama can push you on the swing, 
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And our favourite song we’ll sing. 
 

* * * * 

 When Tommy was nearly two years old, attending the special therapeutic preschool it was 

becoming quite clear to me just how effective singing is to helping children transition from one activity to 

the next. No raised voices, no shouting above the hum of play. Lovely, simple repetitive melodies that 

clearly express what to do next had the children moving in their small groups between different activity 

centres with surprising ease and efficiency, and seldom ever a tantrum. That’s saying a lot, considering 

that most children there had a developmental delay, and tended to resist change as a part of their 

behaviour profile. I can almost still hear the voices of the lovely therapists singing, something like this:  

Playing time is done, 
We’ve all had lots of fun, 
Now it’s time to tidy up, 
And then we’ll head for home. 

 
 This prompted me to start doing the same thing at home. I really did find it good for me to sing to 

Tommy when it was time to move on to something new that maybe was less desirable of an activity. 

Singing through tidying up an enormous pile of blocks made it much less of a struggle, sometimes it was 

even playful, and dare I say fun?! Singing always had a joyful effect on both of us: 

The blocks go in the bin, 
Let’s all help put them in, 
One by one the job gets done, 
Then we’ll have more fun. 

 

* * * * 

 

 We imagined that moving to a warm, sunny place would make life easier on us, but the stresses of 

moving to the U.S. with a small child who has a disability were many.  The health care system works 

much differently than in Canada and learning to navigate all the different levels of support, took a lot of 

energy and time. For example, had to visit a state university hospital in another city for cardiology care 
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because we were on state-funded benefits. These, along with the other complexities of moving to the U.S. 

such as applying for social security numbers, getting driver’s licenses for both parents, getting car 

insurance, a bank account and cell phones added up to a lot of days standing in lineups. To this add the 

physical setup of the new home, figuring out which grocery stores we preferred, where the most suitable 

playgrounds were, while caring for a one-year-old, added up to a mother who was often exhausted, and 

short on creative play ideas. 

 Singing, playing musical instruments together, or dancing to music became our mainstays of joy. 

They were the healing balm that would release (at least for a while) the worry and anxiety that would 

accumulate as the seemingly endless lineups in different offices all over the region carried on and on for 

months. When the weather was too hot to walk to the park, we would sometimes turn on the air 

conditioner in the living room, choose a CD, and boogie around for an hour. Watching Tommy’s face 

light up as he darted across the room when the song called for running was pure delight. Making silly 

animal noises together in certain songs encouraged him to use his big voice and moving in different ways 

to imitate the animals helped him develop different movement patterns. His self-confidence was clearly 

growing as we sang and danced.  

 Before Tommy turned two, he was already playing “air guitar” on a variety of substitute items, 

even something as small as an infant fork! It was impressive, he knew exactly how to hold it and imitated 

strumming with remarkable naturalness. One day, his dad decided to make him a toy guitar out of 

cardboard, tape and rubber bands, it was a really touching display of kindness and honouring of his 

interests. After his fork-guitar performance, it came as no surprise that he picked up the cardboard guitar 

with all the requisite gentleness, positioned it as it is meant to be held, and began strumming. The most 

adorable grin of delight spread across his face, and that day, for the first time, he was able to walk around 

the block without holding anyone’s hand or pushing the toy lawn mower. He strummed, and we sang, 

with beaming faces, our hearts filled with joy, pride and hope. 
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 Someone, probably a speech-language pathologist, suggested teaching Tommy some basic 

gestures, like sign language, to help him communicate his needs better, since talking was coming slowly. 

A local resource centre for families affected by developmental disabilities had a collection of educational 

DVDs, which included some on sign language for young children. Such was life, full of discoveries of 

things I never knew existed. I borrowed a couple of videos and learned some basic sign language. First I 

taught my son how to pinch his fingers and tap them together to say “more”- when he wanted more food, 

for example. He delighted in this! He looked up to the sky every time he heard an airplane, so I taught 

him a sign for airplane, and he quickly started using it when he heard a plane. He learned to say many 

words with gestures, and I started to incorporate gesture into songs we would listen to on CDs. Sitting 

face-to-face, I would choose a few meaningful words in a simple song and use hand gestures to support 

the meaning of the words. It didn’t take long before he was “signing” while singing to the songs.  

 Any songs with movement words in them, we would move to together: run, walk, dance, jump, 

spin, and so on. Lyrics with directional words like up, down, under or over I would gesture, or we would 

move in that direction with our whole bodies. Some animals we learned gestures for: dog, cat, duck, 

rabbit (bunny), and some we would imitate: elephant, snake, fish. I taught him “dark” from one particular 

song by bringing my face very close to his, cupping my hands and sealing off as much light around our 

eyes and the side of our faces as possible. It was good for a spooky moment and a giggle when we pulled 

our heads apart and said I said “Whew! It’s light again!” 

 The occupational therapist at the therapeutic preschool had recommended different instruments to 

blow on, that would help him develop lip muscle control and strengthen his breath control. And so, our 

collection of instruments grew again; a lip-whistle, a train whistle, a harmonica started off the wind 

section. Percussion using both hands was encouraged, to ensure both arms and hands would develop, so 

we acquired the typical brightly coloured children’s xylophone, and drum with two sticks. We also ended 

up with shakers of various sizes and shapes, a triangle, bells, tambourines, several toy guitars, and finally 

a proper ukulele that could be tuned. Music time at home could be a real cacophony, but it was delightful 
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to see this curious child getting creative with sounds. Even though I am not a music teacher, and don’t 

have any particular musical talents, we had created a musical home. 

 One day during the regular drives between home and the therapeutic preschool, Tommy was just 

two years old still, and we were listening to Raffi’s More Singable Songs album (1977). Track twelve is a 

song called Skin and Bones, about an old woman who takes a walk at night in an old graveyard, and goes 

to the closet to get a broom, and when she opens the door, a surprise “BOO!” ends the song. Suddenly 

this little boy in the backseat was shouting more! More boo mama! That memorable day, we listened to 

that track at least ten times over, no exaggeration. At home when we listened again, I created some 

gestures to help deepen his understanding of the words, and it wasn’t long before he would listen to the 

song in the living room, singing and gesturing along independently.  

 As Christmas approached, Santa made an appearance at the therapeutic preschool to greet the 

children in a space where they all felt safe and supported. Naturally, I stayed to watch this experience, and 

Tommy was the first child to offer to go sit with Santa, he was absolutely smitten! He was mesmerized by 

the red jacket, the big black belt, his soft, white beard, and of course, the jingly bells he carried with him. 

It was hard to get him to sit down so other children could have a turn. Time was spent singing a few 

simple Christmas songs as a group, and after this, Tommy sang Christmas songs every day for months 

and months, until the following Christmas, in fact. Honestly it was probably three straight years of 

Christmas songs, a one-week period without one started to feel odd. Every time he opened the box of 

musical instruments at home and saw the jingle bells, it would start again. Every time “Comin’ Down the 

Chimney” or “Must be Santa” played on our Raffi CDs, it started again.  

 By the time he was three, his vocabulary was growing rapidly, both in signs and spoken words. 

Sometimes he even put a couple of words together independently at home. He could sing some entire 

songs, and whole lines of many, many songs, with some gentle support along the way. In public he was 

shyer, and of course when he was being formally assessed by a therapist, he resisted sharing his abilities 

to the fullest.  
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* * * * 

 Various therapists discouraged us from using the television as a distraction, telling us how 

important it was to minimize screen time, and maximize social interaction. But as a parent with a very 

busy spouse, and a member of modern society, living as an immigrant with no local family or friends, it 

was impossible to avoid the television altogether. When I discovered that Raffi had a DVD of several 

concerts, it was an absolute must-have for our guitar-loving boy. Many times, I sat with him through the 

same recorded concerts, singing along, gesturing as many words as I could, laughing at the funny things 

he did, talking to Tommy about the concert hall, the stage, the connections between our life and the songs. 

And sometimes I thanked God for Raffi, because I could have forty minutes to myself to do a few things 

while Tommy was riveted to the screen, and I knew he would stay there. It wasn’t long before Tommy 

was lining up his little people and his toy animals in a make-believe concert hall, creating microphones 

out of any object possible, and putting on his own Raffi concerts. At first, it took a lot of careful listening 

for me to figure out what song he was singing, but since I knew the lyrics very well, I could usually figure 

out which song it was, and help him by singing along. As his language progressed, I would sing along, 

but then stop and see if he could fill in a word out loud. In this way I could clearly see (hear) his oral 

vocabulary developing. At times he would be humming away on his own to Raffi, and I would sneak in 

with my phone to take a little video, and catch him either using gestures to sing along, or even singing 

whole lines of his favourite songs.  

 It would not be fair to talk about Tommy’s development without mentioning his passion for 

trucks and construction. It seems to have begun with an episode of the popular animated young children’s 

television show Bob the Builder that we happened upon one day. The theme song was very catchy, and it 

also became a song we would sing frequently: 

Bob the Builder  
Can we fix it?  
Bob the Builder  
Yes, we can!  
 
Scoop, Muck and Dizzy, and Rolly too  
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Lofty and Wendy join the crew  
Bob and the gang have so much fun  
Working together, they get the job done  
 
Bob the Builder  
Can we fix it?  
Bob the Builder  
Yes, we can!  
 
Pilchard and Bird, Travis and Spud  
Playing together like good friends should  
 
Bob the Builder  
Can we fix it?  
Bob the Builder  
Yes, we can!  
 
Hey! 
Time to get busy, such a lot to do  
Building and fixing till it's good as new  
Bob and the gang have so much fun  
Working together, they get the job done 
 
Can we build it? Yeah! 
Can we fix it? Yeah! 
 
Bob the Builder  
Can we fix it?  
Bob the Builder 
Yes, we can! (Yeah!)10 

 

 The talking trucks (a loader/excavator named Scoop, a dump truck named Muck, a small concrete 

mixer named Dizzy, and a truck crane named Lofty) are the main characters, and each has such a distinct 

personality. The hero Bob and heroine Wendy are patient, kind, forgiving, but also human enough to 

make mistakes of their own. Tommy’s love of this series prompted us to purchase the each of Bob trucks, 

one by one, and they were like friends to Tommy who would join us for car rides and trips. The essential 

message of the show is teamwork and watching Bob the Builder reinforced our sense of teamwork within 

our family dynamic. I would sometimes adapt the lyrics to the theme song to say, “Can we clean it?” Or 

just “Can we do it?” when Tommy and I had a challenging task upon us, to which the response was 

 
10source: https://lyricsondemand.com/tvthemes/bobthebuilderlyrics.html 
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always a resounding “YES, WE CAN!” For all the television theme songs stuck in my mind from my 

own childhood, I never could have imagined one with such an incredibly positive impact on my child 

with a disability.  

 To be certain, there are many other vehicles out there in the world that are not represented in Bob 

the Builder. One day on a Google search, the Twenty Trucks video series popped up (since then they have 

become “Truck Tunes” since demand for more videos surpassed the original twenty songs they had 

created). Two brothers had created catchy songs in an infinite variety of styles about many different 

trucks. The top favourites initially were the garbage truck and the fire truck, since these were two that we 

saw (and heard) in our neighbourhood most frequently. There was a fire station about six doors down 

from our home, so sirens were a regular part of the background noise of our life at that time, and his love 

of the garbage truck eventually led to his dad and him waiting every Thursday morning on the front porch 

for the garbage and recycling trucks to come by; they would follow them down the street for some time, 

and then return for breakfast.  

 The Twenty Trucks songs are filled with rich vocabulary, describing in detail the function and 

purpose of the vehicles, as well as describing different parts of the trucks. They are catchy, and I suppose 

I have a particular penchant for learning song lyrics for kids’ songs as an educator. Before long I was 

singing these songs around the house, or while he was playing with his truck toys, or while we were 

driving, and we spotted one of the trucks. There is no doubt that these songs improved my own 

vocabulary around trucks and construction! I had no hesitation to say yes when Tommy wanted to watch 

a Twenty Trucks video series for half an hour, as I knew he would be learning a lot, too.  

* * * *  

 Things took an unfortunate turn in the family, when a separation happened, and Tommy and I 

ended up back in Canada out of necessity to be near family supports. That is to say, I had no choice but to 

ask my mother for a temporary landing place while I figured out how to put my life back on track as a 

single parent. Fortunately, she had enough space for us. We arrived in November, when preschool 
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(daycare as it’s called in Canada for kids under four years old) spots were at a premium, and in fact, none 

were to be found in our small, remote town. I pleaded and begged with community support people to help 

me find a place where Tommy could be for a few hours at least a few days a week, with other children 

and adults, so I could be alone to figure things out and have time for an adult thought of my own. There 

was a place, at last; but it was in the neighbouring town, about a half an hour away by highway. Three 

days a week I could have about six hours to myself. But the drive? The drive! Was it worth it? If I came 

back home each day, it would be two hours of driving for five hours of respite. There would be snow, 

there would be ice. There would be risk. There was no choice, I needed some solitude.  

 Once again, our beloved Raffi came to the rescue. Through the monotony of the drive, the 

relentless emotional processing going on in my brain and heart, Raffi was there for us. The CDs gave my 

voice a path to follow out of my own anguish, into an imaginary world filled with childhood delights, 

humour and tenderness that kept me together while I transported my darling child to a place where he 

could play with others and continue learning how to be a social being.  

 On cold days off, we made obstacle courses in grandma’s basement and climbed through them 

dozens of times. We put colourful squares of fabric on the floor and jumped from one to the other. And of 

course, we had dance parties. Finally, I opened Tommy up to some music from my world; we danced to 

eclectic sounds from around the world and enjoyed the interesting sounds of unfamiliar instruments and 

languages. He continued putting on concerts for us and his toys and creating microphones out of any 

suitable objects. 

 When Tommy was around four years old, he was smitten with Raffi’s song Joshua Giraffe 

(1980), which tells the story of a giraffe who longs to escape from the zoo and has a wonderful dream 

about the Congo (rainforest). Tommy’s favourite line from the song repeats in a very rhythmic way: 

“Nothing can go wrong-o, I am in the Congo!” One day he finally asked me the question: “Mommy, 

what’s the Congo?” To which this ambitious teacher-mother answered with “Let’s find out together!” 

And we embarked upon a huge learning project that began with an internet search to see photographs of 
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the lush, green Congo rainforest and the animals that live there that are mentioned in the song. Then we 

found it on the globe, in the middle of the African continent. We rolled out about four feet of paper from 

his easel, painted a swath of green to represent the rainforest, and a swath of blue on top to show the sky. 

Finally, we went through an old collection of National Geographic magazines and cut out photos of as 

many animals and insects as we could find and glued them to our Congo poster. Voilà, our epic Congo 

rainforest project was complete. We hung it on the wall above Tommy’s bed, and he proudly used that as 

a stage for many of his mock Raffi concerts with his stuffed animal audience below him, neatly lined up 

against the wall.  

 Not long after this, he started asking where other countries are, countries that are named in Raffi’s 

song “Like Me and You,” for example England, China, France, Russia, Italy, India, Spain, Columbia. Out 

came the globe, and we looked at it together for quite some time. I was amazed how much this seemingly 

abstract concept of countries was being absorbed by him. We talked about how people speak many 

different languages around the world. We found the city where his dad still lives and talked about how 

long it takes to get there by airplane and compared how long it would take by car (many days!). He came 

to remember that his dad is Japanese, and we also found that on the globe and talked about how long it 

would take to get all the way to Japan by plane. Listening to that song repeatedly, although I had no way 

of creating gestures for the place names or the names of people, still had a deep and rather profound 

impact on my son’s learning.  

 As I came to realize just how much Tommy was connecting concepts from songs with things in 

the real world, I vowed to make music a constant in his life. The joy was already worth it, but the learning 

was priceless.  
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Appendix 4 ‘Music in the Car’ 

“I never wanted to live in the US” I told my friend. “But when the idea of living in southern 

California arose, how could I have been anything but excited? Remember? The whole winter before we 

moved, I was dancing around the house singing the Mamas and the Pappas: All the leaves are brown…the 

sky is grey…And Joni Mitchell: But I wouldn't want to stay here, It’s too old and cold and settled in its 

ways here, Oh but California, California I'm coming home.” 

“Yeah, you were pretty excited. Who wouldn’t be? Warm sun all year round?! What’s going on?” 

she asked. 

 “What’s not going on? My husband is busy all the time with his own projects, I feel trapped, 

lonely. The neighbourhood is noisy with sirens and buses and people driving by with loud music blaring. 

Parenting is hard, I’m tired. I feel like a foreigner, I’m one of the only white people in this part of town. 

Sometimes strangers are asking me for money when I take a walk with Tommy. There’s garbage in the 

playground, some corners of our neighbourhood smell like urine. I miss home.” 

 She comforts me: “Oh dear. That sounds like a hard adjustment. I understand.” 

 “But it’s more than that. There’s the issue of finding developmental services for Tommy. Things 

seemed good at first; we had an OT coming to the house to help us figure out how to help T with learning 

to walk, but I always felt like I had to have everything clean and orderly when she came. It was tiring. 

We’ve been going to a therapy clinic here in town, but it feels so rigid and clinical and prescriptive. I hate 

taking Tommy there. I’ve been looking around at a few other possibilities, but it bothers me to no end that 

a city of five hundred thousand people doesn’t have more than one clinic to help kids with developmental 

challenges. The best looking one is like an hour away, and I would probably have to pay through the nose 

for it. There is another about half an hour away, we have a tour booked next week to check it out. I think 

it’s covered by Medicaid. It sounds like a nice program, they have great play equipment, and apparently 

parents don’t have to stay, so I could actually go have a coffee by myself or take a walk.”  
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 “That’s a lot to think about” she replies, “You’re working hard as a new parent to a little boy with 

special needs and adjusting to a different system and a different culture, far away from your family.” 

 “Why do I feel so guilty for wanting to drive Tommy to another town for quality therapy 

programming? I hate the tradeoffs we must make in life. That place we were going to was just awful, the 

kids had to do every single activity a certain number of times, the therapists never smiled, the parents had 

to be there every second. They were doing cutting with scissors with 2-year-olds! It’s like they don’t even 

understand what kids do at certain ages.” My frustration is boiling over. Conversations like these happen 

every so often, and I am infinitely grateful to have a couple of friends who listen kindly and patiently 

while I stew and brew and let off steam so I can clear my mind and think clearly about decisions that need 

to be made.  

 “That doesn’t sound good. You shouldn’t feel guilty for wanting a better program for Tommy.” 

Her affirmation soothes my heart a bit. 

 “I know why I feel guilty. It’s more than the gas and the time in the car seat. It’s the hideous 

drive. We go through an industrial area filled with enormous lots of empty boxcars. Probably thousands 

of huge trucks pass through there on their way to the commercial port. Then there’s the refineries, and the 

hideous strip malls and run-down buildings. The whole drive is an enormous eye-sore, until the last turn, 

when suddenly it becomes an upscale community with fancy hotels, modern plazas and manicured 

gardens. The contrast actually makes me feel a bit nauseated.” 

 “How could you make the drive more fun for you and Tommy? Why not listen to some music on 

the way?” she suggests, knowing my love of music. “Sing, it will pass the time and be enjoyable. Maybe 

you won’t notice the scenery so much.”  

 “Why didn’t I think of this myself!” I say to her. “Fortunately, we have a vehicle with a CD 

player, but what kind of music should I play? I’ll fall asleep if I play lullabies. I wonder if the local library 

has a children’s music section like the libraries back home?” I muse aloud.   
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 Later that week I realized that we have a small local library just a couple of blocks away from our 

new home, with a respectably sized collection of children’s books, music CDs and even children’s DVDs. 

This was life-changing. We could borrow music and try it out before committing precious dollars to 

purchasing music we had never heard. And wonder of wonders, I even discovered they had some Raffi 

music!   

 When I called my friend the next week, I was so excited to share that Raffi’s music had made it 

across the U.S.  We had grown up with Raffi in public school, it was like a part of our souls. Feeling far 

from home and friends, it was a delight to know I would be singing my childhood songs with my one and 

only precious child. Peanut Butter Sandwich, Down by the Bay…we started singing the songs together 

over the phone, and the distance between childhood and (a rather late start to) motherhood disappeared. I 

had a new tool, a joyful tool to brighten our drives and help me feel younger and more connected at the 

same time. 

* * * * * 

 Over the following weeks and months of traveling back and forth from the next town for 

therapeutic preschool, Tommy developed clear preferences for certain songs and asked me to play them 

again and again by shouting “more” from the back seat. Singing became an integral part of our driving 

time, a very special thing we shared frequently.  

 With more time, music in the car became so prized that it became an incentive to help facilitate 

getting ready for less than desirable outings. Rather than saying “Time to go grocery shopping” and then 

handling the inevitable resistance to getting shoes on and getting in the car seat, the question became 

something like “Should we listen to Raffi or Mr. F’s music? First one ready gets to pick the song!”  These 

sneaky parenting tactics got Tommy motivated to put his shoes on faster by himself than I could do it 

helping him. Of course, I almost always let Tommy win the race, as long as I could see he was making an 

effort, but on occasion I would be ready first, and get to choose a song. In this way, I got a chance to 

introduce him to new songs (to freshen my own mind as well as to broaden his horizons), but also to teach 
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him that he cannot win every time.  Even if I won the “get ready race”, sometimes I would choose a song 

he loved, just to boost his morale and show him love.  

 Music became the reward, the prize for various things. After you finish “x” then we can listen to 

more Raffi. Or first finish your dinner, then we can have a little dance party (three songs was usually 

sufficient).  There are those people who oppose external motivators and rewards for producing a desired 

behaviour, but I could see no harm in making life’s little daily challenges into a playful game, with song 

as the reward, which was always won, no matter the outcome.  My only small regret was not allowing 

myself to listen to more grown-up music more often.  At certain moments I became quite tired of certain 

songs, but the trade-off of Tommy’s growing ability to sing and understand the words was worth those 

moments. And from what I hear, all parents endure this kind of exhaustion about one thing or another 

with pretty much any child, with and without a disability. I console myself with this commiseration, 

knowing that to all things there is a season; and over time the preferred songs have certainly changed, 

always bringing us new delights and fun new melodies to learn and enjoy together. 
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Appendix 5 ‘Songs in the Therapeutic Preschool’ 

One of the best surprises of living in the U.S. came when we learned about special therapy-

focused preschool programs for children with developmental challenges such as Down syndrome. But at 

the same time, the idea of a preschool-style classroom with up to fifteen young children with different 

disabilities was a little daunting for me. After experiencing sessions in a clinic with just three to five other 

children and their parents that were rigorously structured, not always age-appropriate, and the parents had 

to be in attendance for every session, I was not sure I wanted to subject myself to more of this experience. 

But I had heard some positive things about the children’s therapy place we were about to visit. I had seen 

photographs of indoor gym equipment, and children outside on different kinds of adaptive tricycles and 

scooters. They even seem to have a ball pit; like a sand box but filled with balls that children can jump 

into and crawl around in…what a dream! 

 When we arrived for our school tour, my fears were soothed. The staff were incredibly warm and 

friendly, and I quickly saw that the children were divided into smaller groups for most of the morning. 

The whole place had a calm, pleasant feel to it. We visited the gym where there was an incredible variety 

of enormous gymnastic mats, arranged so children could climb over them, and through them, and jump 

down onto them from various other climbing structures. Balance beams, and a stack of large tires formed 

a tunnel they could climb in and out of. Just the kind of place any child would delight in exploring. 

 We saw the ball pit, and an area with swings set up, hanging from beams in the ceiling. In another 

area, there was an incredible treehouse, with the trunk hiding some stairs, and a clear tube across a back 

wall that children could crawl through to get to the slide, which went down another side wall. Under the 

treehouse was a place where a therapist could work quietly with one or two children, away from the 

distractions of the larger room with shared space.  

 In the main room where the children had cubbies and the full-group activities took place there 

was a sensory bin filled with strips of crinkly paper, and small toys hidden in it for the children to find 
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while they waited for others to arrive. It was not long before we realized that the sensory bin would 

change from week to week, always keeping it interesting and new for the children. 

 Children began to arrive a few minutes early and had a chance to play either with the sensory bin 

or other toys that were set out to enjoy with their parents until the starting time. There were blocks, 

sometimes a table with play dough or paint, cars, dolls, stuffed animals, books…something to each 

child’s liking. When it was about three minutes before start time, one of the therapists would start singing 

and tidying up. Before long, everything was tidied up, and the children were in a circle, ready to start. 

Some parents stayed, some said goodbye during tidy-up, some had already said goodbye during free-play 

time. Sometime before circle began, each child (or parent) would place a toy that was brought from home 

into a bin that would be given back to the child at final circle. 

 Circle time began with a hello song and was essentially a singing time. The lead teacher had a 

collection of songs printed on cardstock with images on each that visually represented each song. She 

would choose two song cards from her box and call upon different children to come up and make a choice 

between the two songs. At first Tommy was shy, and when he was asked to choose a song, he would 

either point to a card or try to take it. With time and patience and encouragement, he began to say at least 

a word from the song’s title out loud. 

There are many songs I can still remember, six years later. They were always sung with actions, 

so the children never got restless from sitting still, and even those who could not sing the words had a 

way of participating and enjoying the communal time together. For most children, it was a very effective 

transition from free play into structured time with the therapists. After singing circle, the names of 

children going with different therapists were announced, and each small group walked together to their 

various play spaces.  

 When the children went to the large gymnastic area, they always began with a short circle sitting 

on the edges of a large rubber inner tube. Here they would sing a song about sneezes and germs and 

sanitizing hands. During the song, they all received a pump of hand sanitizer from the teacher and sang 
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their way through rubbing their hands clean. Then they climbed and crawled around the large, shared 

space used for physiotherapy to build their strength and balance. 

 At the end of each session, another song would signal that it was time to finish what they were 

working on, and to gather together to walk to the next session. It amazed me each time how efficiently 

this method worked for these youngsters who, for the most part, all had a diagnosis that included 

challenges with transitioning from one activity to another.  

 The occupational therapy sessions focused on developing different kinds of functional 

movements. Sometimes they worked on climbing to build core muscle strength and co-ordination. Other 

times it was hand and finger-based activities, like pinching and manipulating small objects. Sensory 

stimulation activities such as playing with substances with different textures, like jiggly Jell-O or soft 

shaving cream were another focus. Some sessions included facial massages to stimulate muscle activation 

for eating and drinking. All these things Tommy participated in with remarkable willingness and 

engagement. 

 And then there was swinging. This proved to be exceedingly challenging for Tommy in the first 

few years of his life. He showed a particular distaste for swaying back and forth at playgrounds, no matter 

the style of the seat. I was concerned that it would be stressful for Tommy when I saw the therapist lifting 

him onto an enormous black rubber inner tube swing one day, not to mention with three other children! 

But then she started to sing. It was a silly song about grandpa’s farm, in which there are lots of occasions 

for children to make animal noises at the right moment. As soon as the singing began, it was like magic, it 

seemed like Tommy’s mind was preoccupied with waiting for that moment when he could make a big 

funny noise. He didn’t fuss or cry at all. He stayed on the swing through pauses, changes of direction, 

even when the swing was going in a circle.  
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Figure 15 On the Therapy Swing 

 After months of sad dismay, and the yearning to do that normal parenting job of pushing my 

small child on the swing at the park, I had found the trick! So, the next time we went to the playground, I 

walked toward the swing to see if Tommy wanted to swing. He didn’t follow me, but when I asked if we 

should sing Grandpa’s Farm, his face lit up, and he came to the swing holding his arms up, gesturing for 

me to lift him in. Now came the interesting part. I had to sing. Out loud. In the park. With other people 

around. I took a deep breath, stood in front of the bucket swing for toddlers so I could be facing Tommy, 

and started to sing. The light in his eyes and the smile on his face took hold of my nervous heart, and we 

swung and sang, and he called out those animal sounds louder and louder as the song went on. He was 

finding his voice, he was swinging at the playground, and we were bonding.  

 For two years (probably more), he requested that song every single time he got on the swing. As 

time went on, I let him choose the order of the animals that would appear in the song, to let him have 

some choice and use his voice more than for animal sounds. Then I started omitting other words to let 

him fill them in and encourage him to practice more words. Then later we adapted it to a zoo song, so we 

could broaden the animal noise repertoire. He came to learn which animals live at zoos, and which ones 

on farms, and this prompted outings to places where he could see the real versions of those animals. 

There’s no underestimating the power of that song in his development.  
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Appendix 6 ‘Parent and Tot Music Classes’ 

Part 1 

As Tommy’s passion for singing Raffi songs and playing along with his ukulele grew, it was 

clear that we needed to expand his repertoire. I was still feeling quite isolated as a parent and a new 

immigrant and was looking for ways to meet other children and parents to socialize with as well. T was 

just over two years old, and walking, but still with some support and not much stamina. Even if he didn’t 

say much with words yet, I knew he understood instructions and had a large receptive vocabulary.  It was 

clear from his experiences at the special preschool that music could hold his interest and attention, and 

that he was capable participating and enjoying the experience.  I felt nervous about bringing him places 

where kids his age would be more agile and more communicative, but I had to set aside my worry and 

focus on the benefit this could have for him. I knew that I wanted him to be around other typical kids and 

learn from them. We had no family nearby, so he didn’t get to visit with cousins regularly, and it seemed 

that nobody else in my husband’s congregation had young children his age; besides, very few even lived 

in the same town. We didn’t have a lot of extra money, but we agreed that we needed to do everything we 

could to enrich Tommy’s life with positive social experiences. 

 A quick internet search led me to a parent-and-tot music class right across the street from my 

favourite grocery store, which would be convenient. I decided to call them and ask how they would feel 

about having a little boy with Down syndrome in the class. Since parents stay for the class and sit and 

engage with their child, T would have no problem joining the class. I was delighted by their openness and 

inclusiveness.   

 The first day arrived, and I had tried to explain to Tommy that we were going to a music class, 

and that we would sing, and probably touch some instruments and dance around, but I really wasn’t sure 

how much of what I said was understood. From the moment Mr. G came in smiling with his guitar in 

hand and invited us to sit on one of the mats that formed an open circle around the piano, I knew it was 

going to be a big hit for Tommy. The first thing Mr. G did was sing a welcoming hello song, so we got to 
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know everyone’s name right from the start.  Throughout the class the children got an opportunity to play 

rhythm sticks, tap drums, strum the guitar, march around the room, and use egg shakers. They learned to 

wait their turn, say please and thank you, pick up, hold, play, and return instruments respectfully; all 

through kind, playful and warm interactions with Mr. G. Some songs were adapted versions of adult 

songs, so caregivers were not bored to tears by the end of the class.  

 As the weeks passed, new instruments were introduced, and Mr. G always taught the proper name 

for them, and had the children repeat the name a few times, usually in a rhythmic way that was fun to 

repeat again and again. He taught them to hear the rhythm of their names through tapping their name 

along with a drum beat. By the end of the first session, all the children had gained confidence in speaking 

out loud, including Tommy. There were a few occasions when Mr. G marched us all out the door with 

sticks in our hands to play rhythms on objects like lamp posts and bicycle racks.  We enjoyed it so much 

that we invited a little friend and her mother to join us for a session, and even though that friend enjoyed 

it less than Tommy, we continued to go again and again.  

 Mr. G was a solo act, but he played a tambourine with his foot to keep the beat when he played 

guitar, and sometimes also a harmonica.  These live, interactive performances were enchanting for all of 

us, and clearly left a deep impression on Tommy. Something iconic about Mr. G was the fedora he wore 

(though he would change hats during class to act a different character from time to time). At home 

Tommy would put on a black, sparkly fedora I had found at a thrift shop, take out his ukulele, a 

tambourine, and a stool, and reenact Mr. G’s music class at home. Sometimes he even took out some little 

toy people and sat them in a circle in front of him and sang to them. In moments like this, I would join 

him and we would sing familiar songs together, a Capella, and take out different instruments just like Mr. 

G would do during the class. We didn’t really make any new friends along the way, at least not ones that 

we did other things with outside of music class but seeing the same group of children week after week, 

and enjoying that experience together was a delight. 
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Figure 16 Parent-tot Music Class 

 

Figure 17 The Little Music Teacher 

Part 2 

 It’s December. Tommy is three and a half, nearly four years old. We are in a rural area, hundreds 

of kilometres away from a bit city, living with my mother and stepfather after an abrupt separation. I am 

emotionally drained and trying to figure out what to do to support me and Tommy. It’s cold, there is not a 

single daycare space available in town. We really have no friends. But I do not want him to be alone with 

his sad mom all the time. So, we go to the drop-in play-group for infants and toddlers once a week, and 

we go to the pool when we can. We bundle up and play outside when it’s not frigid.  Then one day I 

realize there is someone doing a parent-tot music class in town. Naturally, we join.  
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 This time the teacher is Mr. F.  The classroom is small, and on the first day I worry that it will be 

too crowded. I think nine other children and a caregiver show up. We sing hello and get to know 

everyone’s name. Mr. F sings and encourages lap-play, sometimes he plays a song on a CD and offers 

scarves to the children to dance with, or a ball to roll around. Sometimes he teaches stick-play patterns to 

a song or gives us small two-note Orff xylophones to play along with a song. Sometimes we repeat simple 

harmonic patterns that Mr. F hums. Sometimes we tap a beat as a group while holding onto a huge round 

elastic, sitting in a circle, and when the song says “Screeeeeech,” we pull back and nearly fall down, 

giggling with delight. We play wooden frogs, small drums, shakers, bells…We snuggle on the floor while 

he sings a lullaby to help us calm down, we sing goodbye.  

 Forty-five minutes go by way too quickly, I do not want to leave. Mr. F gives us a CD and a song 

book with the songs we played in class, so we can listen at home or in the car. And that we do! The songs 

are of a wide variety of styles, from classical, to Apache chant and others across the planet. There is 

humour, learning, and tenderness in the songs. They quickly become a part of the fabric of our days. They 

lift my spirits and give me and Tommy a consistent way to bond and learn songs together. 
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Appendix 7 ‘Music in the Community’ 

Once Tommy recovered from his second heart surgery in August of his first year (he was six 

months old), he was no longer considered medically fragile, and we could start taking him to public 

places like cafés, beaches, swimming pools, and play groups. There were not many places to go in our 

small town, but there was one free early year’s playgroup based out of a community centre, for infants 

and toddlers and their caregivers to attend on a drop-in basis. There we made a few friends, and I learned 

a few lap songs and finger plays to sing with Tommy during their group music circle. Life started to feel a 

little more normal, and while stimulating Tommy with exposure to other children, I was able to connect 

with other moms. We enjoyed the exposure to toys that we did not have in our own home, like climbing 

mats, a huge collection of plastic animals, and oversized woodblocks that were fun to stack up tall. 

Tommy loved knocking the block towers over to hear the big crashing noise! In this group setting it was 

enjoyable to make social connections with other parents and realize similarities in parenting struggles that 

we were experiencing. A renewed sense of hope gradually entered my heart, and I started to see ways that 

Tommy was developing. 

* * * * 

 The move to the U.S. held plenty of challenges, but one of the pleasant elements was the 

connection with Japanese cultural events, especially ones where music was involved. Not long after our 

arrival, Tommy was just over a year old, and he was in the habit of crawling around using the bear crawl 

as the therapist called it, on his hands and feet, with his bottom up in the air. It was adorable, if a bit 

unusual. The other way he loved to move was to sit in one place and spin in circles. He did this most 

often on the slippery surface of the ceramic tile kitchen floor, pushing himself around and around using 

his feet, but he also did it on the grass (oh, the grass stains!), and even on concrete sidewalks (yes, we 

went through a lot of pants during that phase, literally!). When it came time for practicing community 

dancing for the Japanese ‘Bon Odori’ summer festival in a community centre parking lot, I had no choice 

but to put him in the baby carrier and dance with him in my arms. Sometimes his dad would come along 
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and carry him on his shoulders, but practices were in the evening, so eventually the little guy wanted the 

comfort of his mommy’s arms. The culminating event had everyone dressed up in Japanese summer 

kimonos, and the street was blocked off and decorated with paper lanterns. We danced as a community, in 

unison, people of all ages, in a circle around a small central stage where one person would accompany the 

amplified recorded songs with a large drum. This was an experience we savoured and enjoyed repeating 

annually.  

 

Figure 18 Japanese Community Festival Dancing 

 After a year of living in a tiny rural community in Canada, being in a much bigger, warm, sunny 

American city with a mix of cultures was refreshingly stimulating, even if I still felt like a foreigner at 

times.  As a woman who has travelled the world a bit, it felt very good to be in a culturally rich place and 

expose my son to some of his cultural heritage. The surrounding region had many Japanese communities, 

and some people would attend numerous such festivals in succession. Each town had their annual date, 

and did not overlap with others, to allow people to travel to different communities to dance together with 

friends and family from other parts of the region. This meant we had a chance to do the same. With a 

small child, we didn’t stay late into the evening to dance except at our local event, but during the day 

there would be Japanese taiko (drum) performances to enjoy. These drum performances can be very loud, 

and I was worried it would be overwhelming for our little guy, but this proved not to be the case at all. He 

loved it, and would watch in awe, completely riveted by the rhythms and dramatic movements of the 

performers.   
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Figure 19 Taiko Drums 

 After a few such experiences of Tommy being mesmerized by the drums, his father procured a 

large drum for the church where he worked (right next door to where we lived). In this way, Tommy 

could come and occasionally enjoy hitting the drum under his father’s watchful eye.  

* * * * 

 Our musical instrument collection had been growing gradually, to allow Tommy to make creative 

sounds and practice hitting and strumming and blowing with the hopes that it would benefit his 

development in different ways. One day while at the public library, I noticed a sign for a travelling 

musical instrument experience for children. A small special orchestra would be dropping by the yard of 

the library and giving a demonstration of various instruments and allowing children to touch and try to 

play them!  I had never heard of such a thing, but of course I put it on our calendar right away.  The day 

arrived, and I had explained to Tommy that we would be hearing and seeing different instruments like 

drums, violins, trumpets, trombones and who knows what else. That keen little boy tried every single 

instrument he could. That included the brass ones. They had a number of mouthpieces available that they 

were sanitizing between each child’s use, and Tommy was keen to try that too. I gave him a 

demonstration of how to blow, by making a kind of raspberry sound with my lips pursed.  I was not 

convinced he would be able to manage it, as one needs quite a strong puff of air and the lips to be pursed. 

Much to my amazement, and those around, he managed to make quite a strong sound. Apparently not 

many youngsters are able to do this, so I was particularly proud at that moment. He also managed to hold 

a bow and play a bit on a cello and a contrabass, enjoyed hitting the snare drum, and even put a violin 
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delicately on his shoulder and held the bow and made it shriek a few times. Guitar remained his favourite 

musical instrument but watching him and other children engage with instruments in this way opened my 

mind again to the infinite possibilities that life offers if we stay open.  

 

Figure 20 Blowing the Trumpet, age 2 

 I had made one friend through the regional support services events who plays the French horn in 

a local brass band. Her family is more focused on formal music training than I have been yet with 

Tommy, but every time we visit their home, the two boys spend some time playing on the piano together. 

There seems to be a powerful feeling that arises from making musical sounds, the power of creativity 

expressed, the power of contributing something to the experience of life. The kids could say it in these 

ways, but their enjoyment of it was clear, and they clearly felt powerful when hitting those keys.  

 

Figure 21 Two boys playing piano 

* * * * 
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 In the springtime when Tommy was four years old, we relocated to a bigger city where I had been 

accepted into the teacher education program. Sometime after we finished the Congo project (see 

Appendix 3) I started feeling like we really needed to see the popular children’s musician Raffi in concert 

at some point. By a stroke of luck, he would be in a nearby town just a few months later, in autumn.  

Good fortune was really on our side, as I seem to have discovered the ticket sales on the very day they 

opened, and I was able to purchase VIP tickets, in the front row, that included a chance to meet Raffi in 

person after the concert. When I asked Tommy if he thought it would be fun to see Raffi in concert and 

meet him in person, he knew without a shadow of a doubt what this meant. We would be sitting in chairs 

in rows just like the children in the concert videos we had watched so many times over. Just like the little 

toy people Tommy had made concert halls for and performed his own concerts in front of. His face lit up, 

and he said “Really?!” I said “Really.” He ran into my arms for an enormous hug.  

 The months and months of waiting for the Raffi concert day to arrive were something to endure. 

But it gave me a chance to teach him again and again about the months of the year, and the seasons, and 

all the holidays and events that had to happen between that moment and the Raffi concert. In the end, it 

was perhaps even more special for me than for Tommy, as he was only four years old, and the details of 

the event will fade in his memory as he grows up. For me, the pride I felt on the day of the concert, 

knowing how I had nurtured Tommy’s development along the way to this moment was the best gift I 

could ask for. We move slowly, Tommy and I, and as a result we were the last people in line to meet our 

favourite musician, but there was barely a fuss from my beloved boy, as he waited next to me. I shed a 

tear as we sat with Raffi and told him about the influence that his songs have had on Tommy. I thanked 

Raffi, and we hugged. Tommy touched Raffi’s face with all his sweet tenderness and looked him in the 

eyes not saying much because he was genuinely tired and hungry. Someone took our photo, and I will 

treasure that moment and that photo for as long as I live, and I suspect Tommy will too.  
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Figure 22 With Raffi Post-concert 
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Appendix 7 – CD and DVD collection list 

Andrew and Polly. (2015). Odds and Ends. [Album]. Palindrome Records. 

Beatty, Tamara. (2007). Mully’s Lully’s. [Album]. TYanara Beatty. 

Berkner, Laurie. (2010). The Best of the Laurie Berkner Band. [Album]. Razor & Tie. 

Carroll, Debbie. (2003). Up and over the moon. [Album]. CD Baby. 

Carroll, Debbie (2007). Simply beautiful. [Album]. CD Baby. 

Fisher Price. (2007). Lullaby baby: Soothing vocal lullabies [Album]. Universal Music Canada. 

Funky Mamas. (2003). Mamas’ fishing. [Album]. CD Baby. 

Gasoi, Jennifer. (2012) Throw a penny in the wishing well. [Album]. Magenta Marketing. 

Greg and Steve. (2002). Kids in action. [Album]. Youngheart. 

Music Class, The. (2011). The Bunny Collection. [Album]. Robert Sayer. 

Music for Little People. (1998). Toddler Favorites. [Album]. Music for Little People. 

Pediatric Therapy Network. (2005) Make a sound and move around. [Album]. PTN. 

Putamayo Kids. (2009). Picnic playground. [Album]. Put-2com. 

Raffi. (1976). Singable songs for the very young. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (1977) More singable songs. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (1980). Baby Beluga. [Album]. Concord Records. 

Raffi. (1982) Rise and shine. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (1985). One light, one sun. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (1987). Everything grows. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (1990). The corner grocery store. [Album]. Concord Records. 

Raffi. (2002). Raffi’s Christmas Album. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (2012). Raffi in Concert: 3 concerts on one DVD. [DVD]. Universal Music Canada. 

Raffi. (2014). Love bug. [Album]. Rounder. 

Raffi. (2016). Owl singalong. [Album]. Universal Music. 

Sharon, Lois & Bram. (2001). Great big hits. [Album]. Universal Music Canada. 

Suzuki Method, The. (1991). Suzuki Piano School, Vols. 1 & 2. [Album]. Alfred Publishing Co. 

Twenty Trucks. (2007). Truck Tunes. [DVD]. Hammershark Media. 

Twenty Trucks. (2014). Truck Tunes 2. [DVD]. Hammershark Media. 

Twenty Trucks. (2017) Truck Tunes 3. [DVD]. Hammershark Media. 

Various Artists. (2002). Baby needs guitar. [Album]. Delos. 
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Appendix 9 – Consent forms 
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Appendix 10 – Child Visual Assent 
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Appendix 11 – GREB Approval Letter 
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Appendix 12 – “Joshua Giraffe” lyrics 

Joshua Giraffe  

Words & music by Pat Godfrey and Dennis Pendrith, 
Adapted by Raffi © 1980 HOMEWARD PUBLISHING (SOCAN) And APPARITION MUSIC  

Raffi was enchanted by this fanciful animal tale when he First heard Len Udow and Pat Godfrey sing it at 
Shier’s Coffeehouse many years ago. It made a lasting impression.  

Joshua Giraffe was born in a zoo, he lived there too; for two years and a half he hasn’t had a bath. “My 
mommy doesn’t lick me, even when I’m sticky from candy floss, candy apples, popcorn, soft drinks, 
jellybeans and gumdrops. There must be something better Than living in this cage, but I’m really not too 
sure ‘cause I’m rather shirt of age.”  

Joshua Giraffe was feeling kind of sad, things were 
going bad’ how little of a life he’d had; wasting away with no room to play – rapped in a zoo, with 
buffalo poo. 
So, he went next door to the elephant and asked him what to do. “I’m wasting away with no room to play, 
I’m trapped in a zoo with buffalo poo.”  

The elephant was very old and gray, and he has a huge balloon bottom – and he said, “Never fear Joshua, 
for 
a vision will appear!”  

That night a dream came true to Joshua...and Joshua Saw animals like crazy monkeys...and a whole pile 
of Hippie potosteropouses ... and filthy moths... and frogs, Size 12 ...and sleazy lizards ...and a tribe of 
nasty saviars, but Joshua wasn’t afraid ‘cause he sang I’m- self this song: “Nothing can go wrongo, I’m in 
the Congo” ... but even in his dream he knew he’d never get Away, not even for a day. Then – a peanut 
hit him on the nose.  

Joshua Giraffe was back in the zoo, what could he do, awakened from his dream, he’d never be the same 
because of things he’d seen. He’d seen – alligators, crocodiles, tree sloths, anacondas, cobras, and large-  

winged moths; orangutangs, gorillas, baboons eating grapes, gibbons, rude mandrills and just plain apes.  

But Joshua was lucky – he had some special friends; And that day they went to the zoo, he was uptight, so 
they waited ’till the night and they chopped his cage in two – he discovered he could fly, and he soared 
into the sky, with them wrapped around his neck, and they haven’t come back yet, so if you see them get 
a  

net... foo ni chel lo h oho...ho ho ho...  

That’s right, they haven’t come back yet, but when they do, they say they’re going to free all the animal 
from their cages, no matter how new or modern – and even some pets too! ...so, if you’re on way home 
today, you happen to find:  
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a baboon basking in the balcony, 
or a lion licking a lemon in the lobby, 
or a python perched in the pantry, 
a wildebeest in the w.c., with 
a turtle twirling in your tub 
don’t be afraid, just say that you’re a friend of their friend – Joshua Giraffe, Joshua, Joshua ...  
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Appendix 13 – Child’s Developmental Records Overview 

Physical Development: 

 

Cognitive Development: 
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Social-Emotional Development: 

 

Adaptive Behaviour: 
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